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Biofuel production from microalgal biomass offers a clean and sustain-

able liquid fuel alternative to fossil fuels. In addition, algae cultivation is

advantageous over traditional biofuel feedstocks as (i) it does not compete

with food production, (ii) it potentially has a much greater areal productivity,

(iii) it does not require arable land, and (iv) it can use marginal sources of wa-

ter not suitable for irrigation or drinking. However, current algae cultivation

technologies suffer from (i) low solar energy conversion efficiencies, (ii) large

thermal fluctuations which negatively affect the productivity, and (iii) large

evaporative losses which make the process highly water intensive. This thesis

reports a numerical study that address these key issues of planktonic as well

as benthic algal photobioreactor technologies.
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First, radiant energy transfer in planktonic algal photobioreactors con-

taining cells with different levels of pigmentation was studied. Chlamydomonas

reinhardtii and its truncated chlorophyll antenna transformant tla1 were used

as model organisms. Based on these simulations guidelines are derived for scal-

ing the size and microorganism concentration of photobioreactors cultivating

cells with different levels of pigmentation to achieve maximum photosynthetic

productivity. To achieve this, the local irradiance obtained from the solution

of the radiative transport equation (RTE) was coupled with the specific pho-

tosynthetic rates of the microorganisms to predict both the local and total

photosynthetic rates in a photobioreactor. For irradiances less than 50 W/m2,

the use of genetically modified strains with reduced pigmentation was shown

to have negligible effect on increasing photobioreactor productivity. However,

at irradiances up to 1000 W/m2, improvements of up to 30% were possible

with cells having 63% less pigment concentration. It was determined that

the ability of tla1 to transmit light deeper into the photobioreactor was the

primary mechanism by which a photobioreactor using the modified strain can

achieve greater productivity. Furthermore, it was determined photobioreac-

tors using each strain have dead zones in which the local photosynthetic rate

is negligible due to nearly complete light attenuation. These dead zones occur

at local optical thicknesses greater than 169 and 275 in photobioreactors using

the wild strain and the genetically modified strain, respectively.

In addition, a thermal model of an algae biofilm photobioreactor was

developed to assess the thermal fluctuations and evaporative loss rate of these
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novel photobioreactors under varying outdoor conditions. The model took

into account air temperature, irradiance, relative humidity, and wind speed

as inputs and computed the temperature and evaporative loss rate as a func-

tion of time and location in the photobioreactor. The model was run for

a week-long period in each season using weather data from Memphis, TN.

The range of the daily algae temperature variation was observed to be 13.2oC,

12.4oC, 12.8oC, and 9.4oC in the spring, summer, winter, and fall, respectively.

Furthermore, without active cooling, the characteristic evaporative water loss

from the system is approximately 6.3 L/m2-day, 7.0 L/m2-day, 4.9 L/m2-day,

and 1.5 L/m2-day in the spring, summer, fall, and winter, respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Concerns over global climate change as well as political incentive to

reduce dependence on foreign oil imports motivate the need to produce clean,

sustainable, and domestic biofuels. The United States Energy Independence

and Security Act of 2007 mandates that 36 billion gallons of biofuels be pro-

duced during the year 2022, an increase from 4.7 billion gallons in 2007 [45].

Furthermore, starting in 2016, all of the annual increase in biofuel production

must come from a feedstock other than corn. Algae-derived biofuels have the

potential to fulfill a significant portion of this requirement [12, 23, 37]. Algae

use the natural process of photosynthesis to convert solar energy to chemical

energy in the form of cellular products, including lipids and starches. Us-

ing the well known process of transesterification, lipids can be converted into

biodiesel [37]. Similarly, ethanol can be produced from the starch content

of the algal biomass residue after oil extraction. Algae is potentially advanta-

geous over conventional biofuel feedstock crops such as canola and soy because

(i) algae can have oil production rates 100 to 300 times greater than these

crops, (ii) algae does not require arable land for growth, and (iii) algae can be

grown with saline or brackish water, thus avoiding competition for valuable

freshwater resources and other agricultural activities to produce food [12].
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However, significant challenges to energy-efficient algae cultivation and

harvesting remain. Beal et al. defined the Energy Return on Investment as

an appropriate metric for analyzing the energetic feasibility of algae produc-

tion [3]. This metric, defined as the ratio of the liquid biofuel recovered from a

system to the energy input requirement for algae cultivation, harvesting, and

fuel extraction, was reported to be 0.22 for a theoretical highly productive

open pond raceway system [3]. Most of the energy input required was embed-

ded in carbon dioxide delivery and pumping and mixing the large volume of

water required for the raceway pond system. Therefore, algae-derived biofuel

research must focus on (i) maximizing the liquid fuel output of systems by

maximizing the solar-to-biofuel energy conversion efficiency, and (ii) simulta-

neously minimizing the energy requirements of cultivation and harvesting.

The first part of this study investigates the effectiveness of using ge-

netically modified algae strains having reduced pigmentation to increase the

solar energy-to-biomass conversion efficiency of mass cultures. The green algae

species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was genetically modified to have a smaller

chlorophyll antenna than its wild counterpart [35]. This modification decreases

the absorption cross section of individual cells, thus (i) enabling deeper light

penetration into the culture than cultures of wild strain organisms of equal

biomass concentration and (ii) reducing the rate of photo-oxidative damage to

the cells [35]. Our goal in this part of the study was to provide guidelines for

the optimum geometry and microorganism concentration for planar planktonic

photobioreactors. To do this, we used an inverse method to determine the cel-
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lular photosynthetic rate of each species as a function of the locally available

irradiance. Then, using results from a previous study in which Berberoglu et

al. determined the light profile in algae photobioreactors as a function of mi-

croorganism radiative properties, we predicted the total photosynthetic rate of

mass cultures and provide guidelines on the benefits and limitations of using

truncated chlorophyll antenna transformants [6].

The second part of this study focuses on reducing the energy and wa-

ter input requirements for algae cultivation by growing algae as an attached

biofilm on a solid surface (benthic system) rather than in suspension (plank-

tonic system). In a recent study, Ozkan et al. demonstrated that such a sys-

tem can achieve a similar photosynthetic efficiency as an open pond raceway

system while reducing the water volume by half [42]. However, the reduced wa-

ter volume of biofilm photobioreactors (BPBRs) reduces their thermal inertia

compared to conventional systems. Thus, large seasonal and diurnal temper-

ature fluctuations and evaporative loss rates in outdoor BPBRs is of primary

concern. To address this issue, a numerical finite element heat transfer model

was constructed to determine the temperature fluctuations and evaporative

loss rate of such systems. The inputs for the model include air temperature,

relative humidity, wind speed, and solar irradiance. The thicknesses of the

water layer above the biofilm, the biofilm itself, and the concrete substrate

below the biofilm are also inputs for the model. This model provides a tool for

optimally designing and appropriately siting BPBRs for minimal temperature

fluctuation and evaporative loss rate.
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Chapter 2

Effect of Cell Pigmentation on

Photobioreactor Productivity and Scale-up

2.1 Introduction

Cultivation of algae for advanced biofuel production offers significant

advantages over other feedstocks [4, 13, 48]. However, photosynthetic efficiency

in mass culture remains a major challenge [32, 35]. In particular, light utiliza-

tion of an algal culture within a photobioreactor (PBR) must be optimized.

Like many green algae species, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has adapted to

survive in areas of limited light availability [35]. As a result, its photosyn-

thetic reaction centers, photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII), have

developed large light harvesting pigment antennae which are responsible for

gathering incident irradiation and transfering that energy to the reaction cen-

ters [9]. A negative consequence of these large pigment antennae is that they

deliver excessive energy to the reaction centers under strong irradiance. The

result is photoinhibition, a condition that decreases the cell’s photosynthetic

rate [20, 41, 46]. Furthermore, over-absorption of light by cells nearest the

light-facing surface of a PBR deprives cells farther from the surface of solar

energy needed for photosynthesis [35].
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Use of green algae with truncated pigment antennae have been proposed

for increased photosynthetic efficiency in mass cultures [32, 35, 44]. Such or-

ganisms could increase the efficiency of mass cultures by (i) shifting photoinhi-

bition to a higher irradiance and (ii) enabling light to penetrate deeper within

the PBR, thus enabling photosynthesis to occur at a higher rate deep within

the PBR [32, 35].

Melis and Mitra experimentally demonstrated the potential for in-

creased productivity of truncated antenna transformants in mass culture by

comparing the oxygen production rates as a function of the incident irradiance

of mass cultures of both C. reinhardtii wild strain and its truncated antenna

transformant, tla1 [35]. However, these experiments were only performed at a

single microorganism concentration. Because such experiments require signifi-

cant time and resources to perform, it is of interest to predict the performance

of a photobioreactor using a numerical model. Such a tool also enables anal-

ysis and optimization of photobioreactor design as well as the derivation of

guidelines for microorganism engineering. This study aims to (i) model the

photosynthetic productivity of algae as a function of their pigmentation, (ii)

couple these with accurate light transfer models to assess the productivity of

high cell density cultures with different cell pigmentation, and (iii) define scal-

ing parameters to guide the design and scale up of outdoor photobioreactors

for maximum productivity.
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2.2 Current State of Knowledge

2.2.1 Chlorophyll and photosynthetic activity

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a unicellular, photoautotrophic green al-

gae species. During the light reactions of photosynthesis in C. reinhardtii, re-

action centers photosystem I and photosystem II in the thylakoid membrane

of the chloroplast use solar energy to excite the short-term energy and electron

carriers ATP and NADPH, respectively [9]. These short-term carriers are used

to convert carbon dioxide to sugars during the dark reactions [9].

The light reactions begin at PSII, where an electron from a chlorophyll

a molecule (P680) at high redox potential reduces a plastoquinone molecule to

plastoquinol, which is at a lower redox potential than P680. The energy for this

uphill reaction is provided by incident photons via the pigment antenna. The

pigment antenna, attached to PSII, is a collection of one or more Light Har-

vesting Complex II (LHCII) units. Chlorophyll a, b and carotenoid molecules

in the antenna complex act as a funnel to absorb photons and transfer energy

through non-radiative processes to each other and ultimately to the reaction

center in order to provide the energy necessary for uphill electron transfer in

the reaction center [9]. The PSII antennae of C. reinhardtii typically contain

approximately 230 total molecules of chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b, with a

typical chlorophyll a/chlorophyll b molar ratio of 1.2 [35, 43].

From plastoquinol, the electron is transferred to a series of electron

acceptors, each at a higher redox potential than the previous carrier (down-

hill reductions), until the electron reaches PSI. At PSI, the electron reduces
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chlorophyll P700+ to P700, which is excited via non-radiative energy trans-

fer from PSI’s antenna pigments to the state P700*. In C. reinhardtii, the

antenna associated with PSI typically contains approximately 240 chlorophyll

molecules, most of which are chlorophyll a (mol chlorophyll a/mol chloro-

phyll b ≈ 3.5 [43]). The excited P700* donates the electron to a series of

higher-potential carriers, and the electron ultimately reduces the energy car-

rier NADP+ to NADPH. The energy from NADPH is used in carbon dioxide

fixation in the Calvin Cycle [9].

Pigment antennae associated with PSI and PSII are essential for ra-

diant energy collection. However, the light energy that is transferred to the

photosystems also causes photodamage. Under low light conditions, the rate

of repair of the photosystem is as fast as the rate of photodamage, and the

reaction center operates at near maximum efficiency. However, under greater

irradiance, the rate of photodamage exceeds the rate of repair, and the result is

photoinhibition [41]. Photoinhibition usually occurs in PSII [9, 46]. Photoin-

hibition can be permanent or temporary, but it always decreases the quantum

efficiency of the light reactions. The irradiance at which the maximum photo-

synthetic rate occurs is the critical irradiance [5].

Truncated pigment antenna transformants have been proposed as a

method to increase the efficiency of mass cultures via two distinct mechanisms

[6, 35, 44]. First, truncated-antenna algae can potentially have a higher critical

irradiance for photoinhibition than wild strain cells because less excitation

energy is delivered to the reaction centers [35]. Second, decreasing the cellular
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chlorophyll content decreases the cell’s absorption cross-section, which enables

deeper light penetration into the culture. It is of interest to determine the

relative significance of these processes in order to achieve photosynthetically

efficient photobioreactors. [44] have engineered a strain of C. reinhardtii called

truncated light-harvesting antenna 1 (tla1 ) whose PSII and PSI antennae have

115 and 160 chlorophyll molecules, respectively [35]. The theoretical minimum

number of total chlorophyll molecules per antenna that permits successful

assembly of the photosystems has been reported to be 37 for PSII and 95 for

PSI [15].

2.2.2 Modeling photosynthetic activity

Several models have been used to predict the specific growth rate of

various algal strains as functions of irradiance. Although photoinhibition is a

well-documented phenomenon, not all equation forms account for it. In several

models, specific growth rate increases with increasing intensity up to a satu-

ration irradiance, at which point the specific growth rate plateaus [2, 38, 50].

Models used by Molina Grima et al. and Aiba do take photoinhibition into ac-

count, as these models demonstrate a critical irradiance [1, 16]. These models,

however, predict the average specific growth rate as a function of average irra-

diance and incident irradiance in the suspension, respectively. Other studies

have modeled average volumetric oxygen production rate as a function of inci-

dent irradiance because both phenomena exhibit similar behavior as a function

of irradiance [5, 9, 26]. To the best of our knowledge, this study presents for
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the first time an analysis of the local oxygen production rate as a function

of the local irradiance, taking into account absorption and scattering by the

microorganism suspension.

2.3 Analysis

Consider a plane-parallel photobioreactor of thickness L equal to 1 cm

as shown in Figure 2.1. The photobioreactor containing C. reinhardtii at

a concentration of X kg/m3 is irradiated with collimated light of intensity

Ic,λ,in and diffuse light of intensity Id,λ,in at the surface of the reactor. As

light penetrates into the PBR, it is absorbed by the liquid phase and the

microorganisms and scattered anisotropically by the microorganisms.

2.3.1 Assumptions

In order to make the problem mathematically tractable it is assumed

that: (1) light transfer is one-dimensional as the system is symmetric in the

plane of the photobioreactor, (2) the reactor is well mixed and microorgan-

isms are uniformly distributed and randomly oriented in the reactor, (3) the

liquid phase is non-emitting, cold, weakly absorbing, and non-scattering in the

photosynthetically active region (PAR) of the spectrum, (4) both surfaces of

the photobioreactor are treated with a non-reflective coating and are perfectly

transmitting and non-reflecting in the spectral range of interest. It is further

assumed that (5) the microorganisms are cultivated at optimum conditions

with no nutrient limitations, and (6) the reactor is kept isothermal at 25oC

9



Figure 2.1: Schematic of the photobioreactor system.

with the aid of an active temperature control, and thus (7) the specific oxy-

gen production rate πO2 depends only on the local irradiance available to the

microorganisms.

It was shown in the study by Berberoglu and coworkers that for particles

approximately 10 µm in diameter in a suspension at concentrations up to 2

kg/m3, independent scattering dominates over dependent scattering [6].

2.3.2 Governing equations and boundary conditions

The total intensity Itot,λ(z, ŝ) at a given location z in direction ŝ is

composed of a collimated and diffuse component, denoted by Ic,λ(z, ŝ) and
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Id,λ(z, ŝ), respectively, and can be written as [36],

Itot,λ(z, ŝ) = Ic,λ(z, ŝ) + Id,λ(z, ŝ) (2.1)

The spectral diffuse intensity Id,λ(z, ŝ) at a given location z in direction

ŝ can be determined by solving the radiative transfer equation (RTE) which is

an energy balance on the radiative energy traveling along a particular direction

ŝ. The steady-state RTE for the diffuse intensity can be written as [5, 7, 36],

∂Id,λ(z, ŝ)

∂z
= −κeff,λId,λ(z, ŝ)− σλId,λ(z, ŝ) +

σλ
4π

∫
4π

Id,λ(z, ŝi)Φλ(ŝi, ŝ)dΩi

+
σλ
4π

∫
4π

Ic,λ(z, ŝi)Φλ(ŝi, ŝ)dΩi (2.2)

where κeff,λ is the effective linear absorption coefficient of the microorganism

suspension in the photobioreactor expressed in m−1. The effective absorption

coefficient accounts for the absorption by the medium and by C.reinhardtii

at wavelength λ. Taking into account the volume fraction of C.reinhardtii in

the photobioreactor given by vX, the effective absorption coefficient can be

expressed as [29],

κeff,λ = κm,λ(1− vX) + Aabs,λX (2.3)

where v is the specific volume of C.reinhardtii, assumed to be equal to 0.001

m3/kg. The absorption coefficient of the medium κm,λ is expressed in m−1

and the mass absorption cross-sections of C.reinhardtii Aabs,λ is expressed in

m2/kg. Finally, the term Aabs,λX corresponds to the absorption coefficient of

C.reinhardtii.
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Similarly, the scattering coefficient of the culture σλ can be expressed

as [29],

σλ = Ssca,λX (2.4)

where Ssca,λ is the the mass scattering cross-section of C.reinhardtii expressed

in m2/kg.

The scattering phase function Φλ is the probability that radiation trav-

eling in the solid angle dΩi around the direction ŝi will be scattered into the

solid angle dΩ around direction ŝ. The first and second integral terms in Equa-

tion (2.2) account for the diffuse and collimated radiation, respectively, that

is in-scattered from an arbitrary direction ŝi into the direction of interest ŝ.

The steady-state RTE for the collimated intensity can be written as [36],

∂Ic,λ(z, ŝ)

∂z
= −βeff,λIc,λ(z, ŝ) (2.5)

where βeff,λ is the effective extinction coefficient expressed as,

βeff,λ = κeff,λ + σeff,λ (2.6)

In the first part of the study for recovering the microorganism model-

ing parameters, it is assumed that the reactor is illuminated with cool white

fluorescent bulbs through a transparent and non-reflecting window from the

light facing surface. The collimated component of the intensity everywhere is

zero and the diffuse component of the intensity at the light-facing surface Id,λ
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is given by,

Id,λ(0, θ) = Gd,λ,in/π for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π

Id,λ(L, θ) = 0 for π ≤ θ ≤ 2π (2.7)

where Gd,λ,in is the diffuse irradiation incident onto the PBR. Figure 2.2a

shows the spectral content of the fluorescent bulbs (Ecologic by Sylvania, USA

and Fluorex by Lights of America, USA), Gd,λ,in, reported with a spectral

resolution of 10 nm in Ref. [8].

Figure 2.2: (a) Spectrum of the cool white fluorescent lamp used for illumina-
tion of the PBR in the first part of the study. Spectrum was measured with
10 nm spectral resolution [8]. (b) Collimated and diffuse components of the
solar spectrum used in the second part of the study. The spectral resolution
is 10 nm [5].

For the second part of the study for analyzing the performance of PBRs

using the nondimensional parameter optical thickness, the reactor is assumed
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to be illuminated by collimated and diffuse components of solar radiation. The

component of collimated solar intensity Ic,λ at each surface of the PBR is,

Ic,λ(0, θ) = Gc,λ,inδ(θ) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π

Ic,λ(L, θ) = 0 for π ≤ θ ≤ 2π (2.8)

where δ(θ) is the Kronecker delta function. Similarly, the diffuse component

of the intensity at each surface is given by,

Id,λ(0, θ) = Gd,λ,in/π for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π

Id,λ(L, θ) = 0 for π ≤ θ ≤ 2π (2.9)

Figure 2.2b shows the spectral collimated and diffuse solar irradiance

Gc,λ,in and Gd,λ,in as reported by Gueymard [18].

2.3.3 Radiation characteristics of the medium and microorganisms

The radiation characteristics of the liquid medium were assumed to

be those of pure water within the spectral region from 350 to 710 nm. The

spectral absorption coefficient of the medium is given by [10],

κm,λ =
4πkλ
λ

(2.10)

where kλ is the absorption index of water reported by Hale and Querry [21].

The radiation characteristics of C.reinhardtii wild strain and tla1 were

experimentally measured and reported by Berberoğlu et al. [6] in the spectral

range from 350 to 710 nm. In addition, the scattering phase function was
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assumed to be independent of wavelength in the same spectral range. More-

over, in an earlier study, Berberoğlu et al. [7] showed that Henyey-Greenstein

(HG) phase function gave satisfactory results for predicting local radiation in

photobioreactors featuring high microorganism concentrations. The latter is

given by [36],

ΦHG,j(ŝi, ŝ) =
1− g2

j[
1 + g2

j − 2gjcosΘ
]3/2 (2.11)

where Θ is the scattering angle between directions ŝi and ŝ and gj is the

mean cosine of the scattering phase function for species j, also known as the

Henyey-Greenstein asymmetry factor. The HG phase function was used with

the associated asymmetry factors of gwild = 0.9834 and gtla1 = 0.9904 [6].

2.3.4 Optical thickness

The photosynthetic efficiency of a photobioreactor is a strong function

of the local irradiance avaiable for the algae. Local irradiance is a function of

the distance from the light-facing side of the photobioreactor as well as the

absorption and scattering cross-sections of the algae. Thus, a nondimensional

parameter which takes these variables into account, the local optical thickness

τ(z), can be defined to guide the analysis. The local optical thickness in the

photosynthetically active region for C. reinhardtii over the spectral range from

350 nm - 710 nm is defined as [5],

τ(z)PAR = βeff,PARz (2.12)

where z is the physical distance from the light-facing surface of the PBR and
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βeff,PAR is the average effective extinction coefficient weighted by the spectrum

of the incident intensity in the PAR, and is given by [5],

βeff,PAR =

∫ 710

350

βeff,λItot,λ,indλ∫ 710

350

Itot,λ,indλ

(2.13)

where βeff,λ is given by,

βeff,λ = κeff,λ + σλ (2.14)

where κeff,λ and σλ are the spectral absorption coefficient of the medium and

the spectral scattering coefficient of C. reinhardtii, respectively, as reported

by Berberoglu et al. [6].

Since the spectral absorption coefficient of water κm,λ is on the order of

0.1 m−1 in the PAR and the mass extinction cross-section of the microorgan-

isms is on the order of 1000 m−1 in the PAR, for microorganism concentrations

used in this study (X greater than 0.1 kg/m3), the absorption by the medium

can be neglected with an error of less than 1%. Thus, the local optical thick-

ness can be expressed as a linear function of microorganism concentration as,

τ(z) ∼= EextXz (2.15)

where Eext is the weighted average of the mass extinction cross section over

the PAR, equal to 857 m2/kg and 917 m2/kg for the wild strain and tla1,

respectively.
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2.3.5 Photosynthetic rate modeling

Due to its simplicity and capacity to describe photoinhibition, the Aiba

equation is used in this study to model local specific oxygen production and

is given as [1],

πO2(z) = πO2,max
GPAR(z)

Ks +GPAR(z) + 1
Ki
GPAR(z)2

(2.16)

where πO2,max is the maximum specific production rate in mol O2/cell/s, GPAR

is the local irradiance in the PAR in W/m2, and Ks and Ki are the saturation

and inhibition irradiances, respectively, expressed in W/m2. The total oxygen

production rate for the PBR per unit surface area is then calulated as,

P ′′O2
=

∫ L

0

πO2 (z)Ndz (2.17)

where N is the number density of the cells in cells/m3. The average oxygen

production rate per cell πO2 is given by,

πO2 =

∫ L
0
πO2 (z) dz

L
(2.18)

The average oxygen production rate per mole of chlorophyll is of inter-

est because it is the unit in which oxygen production was reported by [35]. The

average oxygen production rate per cell πO2 can be easily converted into aver-

age oxygen production rate per mole of chlorophyll γO2 using the chlorophyll

content per cell, Cchl: 2.4×10−15 mol chl/cell for wild strain and 0.9×10−15

mol chl/cell for tla1 [35].
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2.3.6 Solution procedure

Figure 2.3 shows the solution procedure for recovering the modified

Monod function parameters in the first part of the study. It was shown that

the light profile and local oxygen production rates were independent of spatial

and spectral discretization. First, the local irradiance in the PAR within the

PBR as a function of the distance from the illuminated surface was calculated

for the range of incident irradiances used in the study by Melis and Mitra, tak-

ing into account the spectral characteristics of the light source [35]. Then, the

least squares method was used to determine the modified Monod function pa-

rameters that most accurately modeled the oxygen production rates reported

in the same reference [35]. In the second part of the study, the specific oxygen

production functions obtained from the first part were used to calculate the

local and total photosynthetic productivities of mass cultures.
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Figure 2.3: Flow chart of the solution procedure for the first part of the study.
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2.4 Results and Discussion

2.4.1 Enhanced light transfer using tla1

One advantage of using tla1 as opposed to the wild strain in a PBR is its

ability to enable deeper light penetration into the PBR. Figure 2.4 shows the

irradiance in the PAR as a function of local optical thickness, normalized by the

incident solar irradiance, for both the wild strain and tla1. The more gradual

light attenuation in the PBR using tla1 is a result of the decreased absorptivity

of tla1. The mass absorption cross section for tla1 is approximately 34% less

than that of the wild strain averaged over the PAR [6].

2.4.2 Specific oxygen production rate for each strain

Figure 2.5 compares the average oxygen production rates per mole of

chlorophyll, γO2 , obtained in this study with the modified Monod model to

those reported experimentally by [35]. It shows that the modified Monod

model predicts the experimental oxygen production rates with an average error

of 3% for the wild strain and 1% for tla1.

Table 2.1 summarizes the modified Monod function parameters ob-

tained for the wild strain and for tla1. It shows that the saturation irradiance,

Ks, and the inhibition irradiance, Ki, are each greater for tla1 by 33% and

50%, respectively. This indicates that the critical irradiance for tla1 is greater

than that for the wild strain. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.6,

which shows the cellular oxygen production rate as a function of irradiance in

the PAR for both strains. It indicates that the wild strain has a higher oxygen
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the irradiance in the PAR as a function of local
optical thickness, normalized by the incident irradiance, for wild strain and
tla1.

production rate than tla1 at local irradiances in the PAR less than 170 W/m2,

whereas tla1 has a greater oxygen production rate at irradiances greater than

170 W/m2. Moreoever, it shows that the maximum local oxygen production

rate, πO2(z), for the wild strain was 120×10−18 mol O2/cell/s at a critical ir-

radiance of 67 W/m2. At this irradiance, the specific oxygen production rate
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of experimental and computational results for average
oxygen production rate per mole of chlorophyll as a function of incident useful
irradiance.

for the wild strain is 16% greater than that for tla1. Finally, it shows that the

maximum oxygen production rate for tla1 was 108×10−18 mol O2/cell/s at a

critical irradiance of 97 W/m2.

These results can be interpreted in terms of the size of the pigment

antennae for each strain. At a given irradiance, the large pigment antennae of

the wild strain provides the photosystems with more energy than do the smaller
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Table 2.1: Aiba function parameters for modeling the specific oxygen produc-
tion rate of the wild and tla1 strains of C. reinhardtii.

Strain πO2,max Ks Ki

(mol O2 cell−1 s−1) (W/m2) (W/m2)

Wild 225×10−18 30 160

tla1 196×10−18 40 240

Figure 2.6: Comparison of the local specific O2 production rates of wild strain
and tla1 as a function of local irradiance in PAR.
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pigment antennae of tla1. Large pigment antennae are thus advantageous at

low irradiance, when photosynthesis is light-limited, but disadvantageous at

high irradiance, when photosynthesis is light-inhibited, because the excessive

energy delivered to the photosystems causes photoinhibition.

2.4.3 Effect of microorganism concentration and pigmentation on
scale-up

Figures 2.7a and b show the local specific oxygen production rates as

a function of local optical thickness under solar irradiances of 400 W/m2 and

40 W/m2 in the PAR. For both cases, the maximum local specific oxygen

production rate is greatest for the wild strain. However, at optical thicknesses

greater than 15 and 8 for 400 W/m2 and 40 W/m2 irradiances, respectively,

the oxygen production rate of tla1 culture exceeds that of the wild strain

culture.

Furthermore, both scenarios shown in Figures 2.7a and b feature a ‘dead

zone’, defined as the region in which the specific local oxygen production rate

is negligible. At the onset of the dead zone, τdz, the PBR reaches its maximum

oxygen production rate, P ′′O2,max
. At this point, additional increase in culture

depth in the direction of propagation of light does not increase the total oxygen

production rate of the PBR. This is because the additional depth only increases

the number of cells in the dead zone.

Furthermore, Figure 2.8 shows the dead zone optical thickness τdz as a

function of incident irradiance in the PAR for the wild strain and tla1. The
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Figure 2.7: Local specific oxygen production rates as a function of local optical
thickness for wild strain and tla1 under an incident irradiance in the PAR of
(a) 400 W/m2 and (b) 40 W/m2. Also, total PBR oxygen production rates
per unit surface area for wild strain and tla1 under an incident irradiance in
the PAR of (c) 400 W/m2 and (d) 40 W/m2. The cell mass concentration is
1 kg/m3.
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critical optical thickness is a function of both the incident irradiance in the

PAR and the mass absorption cross-section Aabs of the organisms and can be

modeled as,

τdz =
Aabs,w
Aabs

(
C1G

3
PAR,inc + C2G

2
PAR,inc + C3GPAR,inc + C4

)
(2.19)

where Aabs,w is the mass absorption cross section of the wild strain of C.

Figure 2.8: Local optical thickness after which the dead zone occurs for wild
strain and tla1 as a function of incident irradiance in the PAR.
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reinhardtii and the coeffcients C1-C4 are 1.947×10−6, -1.972×10−3, 0.796, and

42.08. This function is recommended over the range of incident irradiances in

the PAR of 10 - 400 W/m2. Over this range, the average error for the critical

optical thickness between the numerical results and Equation (2.19) is 0.6%

and 1.8% for the wild strain and tla1, respectively.

Figures 2.7c and d show the total oxygen production rate of the PBR

per unit surface area P ′′O2
as a function of PBR optical thickness τPBR under

solar irradiances of 400 W/m2 and 40 W/m2 in the PAR. An algae biomass

concentration of 1 kg/m3 was used for these calculations. The figures indicate

that the optical thickness at which the total oxygen production rate for the

PBR containing tla1 surpasses that of the PBR containing wild strain is 37

and 42 for incident irradiances of 400 W/m2 and 40 W/m2, respectively. This

cross-over point was shown to have a weak dependence on incident irradiance.

In optically thin PBRs, the wild strain is more productive because the absorp-

tivity of the PBR is greater than that for the PBR containing tla1. However,

as the absorptivity of PBRs using each strain approaches unity, tla1 is more

effective because light attenuates in such a way that more cells are in a location

of irradiance near their critical irradiance.

Finally, Figure 2.9 shows the PBR oxygen production rate P ′′O2,max
at a

PBR optical thickness equal to the dead zone optical thickness as a function of

incident solar irradiance in the PAR for the wild strain and for tla1. A culture

biomass concentration of 1 kg/m3 was used for these simulations. At incident

irradiances less than 50 W/m2, there is no appreciable difference between the
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total oxygen production for tla1 and for the wild strain because the wild

strain’s poor light transmittance in mass culture is balanced by its increased

specific cellular oxygen production rate. The amount by which the total oxygen

production rate of tla1 is greater than that of the wild strain increases with

increasing incident irradiance to in excess of 30% at 400 W/m2. This occurs

because tla1 has a higher specific oxygen production rate at high irradiance

which, coupled with its reduced self-shadowing, makes it more productive when

exposed to high solar irradiance.
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Figure 2.9: Maximum total oxygen production rates per unit PBR surface
area for wild strain and tla1 as a function of incident irradiance in the PAR.
The cell mass concentration is 1 kg/m3.
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2.5 Conclusions

This numerical study assessed the effect of using genetically engineered

algae strains with reduced pigment concentration on increasing the produc-

tivity of photobioreactors. To achieve this, first, the specific photosynthetic

rate as a function of local irradiance was obtained from experimental data for

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii wild strain and its truncated chlorophyll antenna

transformant tla1. Then, the specific photosynthetic rates were coupled with

the radiative transfer equation (RTE) to determine the local and total pho-

tosynthetic rates in a plane parallel photobioreactor under solar irradiance.

Based on the results obtained, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The specific oxygen production functions indicated that the maximum

specific oxygen production rate decreased from 120 mol O2/cell/s for

the wild strain to 108 mol O2/cell/s for tla1. However, the irradiance at

which the maximum photosynthetic rate occurs increased from 67 W/m2

for the wild strain to 97 W/m2 for tla1. The photosynthetically active

irradiance above which the photosynthetic rate of tla1 exceeded that of

the wild strain was identified as 170 W/m2.

• The maximum recommended photobioreactor optical thickness is 169

and 275 for C. reinhardtii wild strain and tla1. At optical thicknesses

beyond these values, there is not enough light for the algae to undergo

appreciable photosynthesis.
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• Use of tla1 is recommended for PBRs with optical thickness larger than

40 for increased productivity. The dependence of this value on incident

irradiance was shown to be weak.

• Use of tla1 has negligible effect on increasing productivity for irradiances

less than 50 W/m2. However, at larger irradiances, improvements of up

to 30% were possible with tla1.

• The dominating mechanism for the greater productivity of tla1 in mass

culture is tla1 ’s decreased mass absorption cross section, which enables

light to penetrate deeper within the PBR. The maximum specific oxygen

production rate per cell is greater for the wild strain than it is for tla1.

Therefore, truncation of pigment antennae through genetic engineering

must seek a balance between the enhanced transmittance of truncated

pigment cultures and the decreased maximum specific oxygen production

rate of truncated antenna cells.

Precise knowledge of both the light profile inside a photobioreactor

and the kinetics of photosynthesis modeled with an Aiba function enables

the optimization of photobioreactor design from a light transfer perspective.

The relations derived in this study allow designers to optimize photobioreactor

depth and the corresponding microorganism concentration as a function of cell

pigmentation for maximum photosynthetic productivity.
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Nomenclature

As surface area of PBR, m2

a microorganism radius, µm

Cchl chlorophyll concentration per cell, mol/cell

Eext Mass extinction cross section, m2/kg

G irradiance, W/m2

Iλ spectral intensity, W/m2/nm/sr

Ki inhibition irradiance, W/m2

Ks saturation irradiance, W/m2

k absorption index

L thickness of the photobioreactor (PBR), m

N cell number concentration, #/m3

P total production rate, mol/s

X biomass concentration, kg/m3

z distance from light-facing surface of PBR, m

Greek symbols

γO2 average oxygen production rate per mole of chlorophyll, mol O2/mol chl/s

δ Kronecker delta function

κ absorption coefficient, m−1

λ wavelength, nm

πO2 local specific oxygen production rate, mol O2/cell/s

πO2 average specific oxygen production rate, mol O2/cell/s

σ scattering coefficient, m−1
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Subscripts

abs refers to absorption

c refers to collimated light

d refers to diffuse light

eff refers to effective radiation characteristics

m refers to medium

max refers to maximum

O2 refers to oxygen

PAR refers to photosynthetically active radiation
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Chapter 3

Temperature Fluctuation and Evaporative

Loss Rate in an Algae Biofilm Photobioreactor

3.1 Introduction

Traditionally, algae for biofuel production have been cultivated in open

ponds or closed tubular photobioreactors (PBRs) as suspended cells which re-

quire large volumes of water [16, 49]. Recently, attached algae cell cultivation

and novel biofilm photobioreactors (BPBRs) have been proposed as a platform

to grow algae using less water than open pond and closed tubular photobiore-

actors [27, 42]. The high surface area-to-volume ratio characteristic of BPBRs

allows for efficient light harvesting and gas exchange within the BPBR, but

also raises significant engineering concerns such as large temperature fluctua-

tions and elevated evaporative water loss rates.

The growth and product formation rates of photosynthetic microorgan-

isms are significantly affected by temperature. The temperature dependence

of the growth rate and of lipid productivity of a number of algal strains have

been reported [19, 28, 51, 53]. For example, the growth rate of the biofilm can-

didate Botryococcus braunii cultivated at 32oC was twice the growth rate at

25oC over a two week growth period [28]. However, over the same two week
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period, the intracellular lipid content of the B. braunii was 22% and 5% for

the cultures cultivated at 25oC and 32oC, respectively. Furthermore, Tian et

al. demonstrated that the photosynthetic bacteria Rhodopseudomonas palus-

tris can produce hydrogen as immobilized cells on a packed bed of spherical

particles that support film growth [51]. The species showed a maximum hy-

drogen production rate of 1.77 mmol/hr per liter of packed bed volume at

a culture temperature of 25oC. This production rate decreased by 34% and

21% when the cultivation temperature was decreased to 15oC and increased to

35oC, respectively. It is therefore of interest to understand the major modes

of heat transfer in a BPBR and to predict its temperature. With the domi-

nant modes of heat transfer understood, efficient systems can be designed to

maintain optimal culture temperatures.

This study presents, for the first time, the transient thermal modeling

of a BPBR. Ambient air temperature, relative humidity, solar irradiation,

and wind speed are the inputs of the model. The study aims to predict a

characteristic temperature variation and a characteristic evaporative loss rate

for a BPBR as well as to understand the dependence of these performance

parameters on environmental conditions and design parameters.

3.2 Current State of Knowledge

To the best of our knowledge no study reports the thermal modeling of

biofilm photobioreactors. Previous thermal modeling efforts concentrated on

other PBR designs such as greenhouse raceway ponds, vertical flat plate PBRs,
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cylindrical tanks, and tubular PBRs [19, 30, 40, 47]. In a study performed by

Gutierrez et al. a computational heat transfer model was validated against

experimental temperature data for a cylindrical tank outdoor open PBR [19].

The tank measured 1.2 m in height and 2.4 m in diameter, and a mesh shade

was used to control the amount of sunlight incident onto the culture. On a day

whose ambient air temperature varied from 21oC to 34oC and with a maximum

irradiance incident onto the tank of 300 W/m2, the temperature of the culture

varied between 25oC and 27oC. The authors predicted greater daily culture

temperature variations for cylindrical PBRs with depths much less than their

cross-sectional areas, i.e. PBRs more closely resembling a BPBR setup [19].

Moreover, they indicated that the characteristic evaporative mass loss rate for

this PBR was approximately 4 L/m2-day [19].

Moreover, Li et al. constructed and validated a thermal model of a race-

way system within a greenhouse [30]. The raceway had a depth and footprint

area of 0.85 m and 280 m2, respectively, and it was enclosed in a greenhouse

with a height and footprint area of 3.5 m and 400 m2, respectively. Given a

maximum daily irradiance of approximately 750 W/m2, the model accurately

predicted a typical temperature range in the raceway water of 4oC between

night and day.

In the two aforementioned heat transfer analyses, the ratio of the illu-

minated surface area to the volume of the system is approximately ten times

smaller than that of a BPBR. A BPBR is advantageous for energy- and cost-

efficient algae production because a BPBR can be constructed inexpensively
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without sacrificing productivity [27, 42]. Ozkan et al. constructed and suc-

cessfully operated a novel biofilm photobioreactor over 35 days. The authors

reported that the biomass concentration reached as large as 30.7 kg/m3, as

opposed to only about 0.5 kg/m3 observed in raceway ponds, which signifi-

cantly decreases the harvesting costs. Moreover, the BPBR demonstrated an

average lipid productivity of about 69.5 mg/m2-day as opposed to about 45

mg/m2-day of other systems [31, 42]. Finally, it was estimated that the BPBR

reduced the energy consumption of the system by a factor of 230 compared to

a raceway pond [42].

Furthermore, in an experiment performed by Johnson and Wen, an

algal biofilm was successfully grown on an inexpensive polystyrene foam [27].

Using a total water volume of 200 mL running over the film, the biomass yield

over a 15 day growth period was 0.34 g. By comparison, algae grown in a

200 mL suspension had a biomass yield of 0.25 g. Furthermore, the biomass

harvesting technique for BPBRs, scraping from the substrate, is less energy-

intensive than centrifugation, which is usually employed to harvest algae from

suspensions [27]. Finally, the high surface area-to-volume ratio of BPBRs

allows for more effective mass transfer of oxygen and carbon dioxide [47].

Despite the potential advantages of BPBRs for algae biofuel produc-

tion, the high surface area-to-volume ratio raises concerns over the temperature

variation in the algae as well as the evaporative water loss rate. It is also of in-

terest to determine the relative effects of environmental and design parameters

on biofilm temperature and evaporative loss rate. Once these relative influ-
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ences are understood, BPBRs can be sited properly and thermal management

systems can be designed and implemented. This study presents, for the first

time, a thermal analysis of a BPBR to predict the algae biofilm temperature

and evaporative loss rate taking into account all relevant heat transfer modes.

3.3 Analysis

Consider a planar algae biofilm photobioreactor featuring a length L of

10 m as shown in Figure 3.1. Due to the symmetry of the system, this analysis

was performed for unit depth into the page. The BPBR consists of a horizontal

concrete layer of thickness tc equal to 5 cm in direct contact with the ground,

an algae biofilm layer of thickness ta equal to 5 mm on top of the concrete layer,

and a water layer on top of the algae layer of thickness tw equal to 5 cm. The

bulk water velocity parallel to the algae surface is vw, equal to 0.05 m/s. These

parameters were selected due to their similarity to the parameters of the system

designed by Ozkan et al. that had a lipid productivity of 69.5 mg/m2-day. The

system is illuminated by direct sunlight Gsun(τ) whose irradiance is a function

of the hour of the day and the day of the year, as well as location. The solar

spectrum used was the direct normal and circumsolar spectrum obtained from

the spectral terrestrial solar radiation simulation software SMARTS2 provided

by the National Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL) [17]. The system is

exposed to ambient air at temperature Tair, relative humidity φair, and wind

velocity vair. The ground below the concrete had the thermal properties of

soil as reported by Incropera et al. [24].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the geometry and heat transfer processes of the
system.

3.3.1 Assumptions

In order to make the problem mathematically tractable it is assumed

that: (1) the thermal conductivity of the algae biofilm is isotropic as the cells

are spherical and there is no preferential directionality in the structure of the

biofilm, (2) thermal properties of air, water, algae, concrete, and ground were

assumed to be constant and evaluated at 300 K, (3) thermal conductivity, spe-

cific heat, and mass density of the algae are equal to the respective properties

for water as algae are 90% water by mass [27], (4) Beer’s law can be applied

to estimate the light profile in the biofilm and the water, (5) algae have a

photosynthetic efficiency of 10%, i.e., 10% of the solar radiation is utilized in

biochemical reactions while the rest of the energy is dissipated as heat [11],
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(6) the spectral reflectivity of the algae is equal to the spectral reflectivity for

green pine needles [54], and (7) air behaves as an ideal gas.

Furthermore, the water layer was treated as isothermal in the z direc-

tion. This assumption is justified because the turbulent nature of the water

entry region will induce turbulent boundary layer growth along the direction

of water flow as well as a high degree of free stream turbulence. The combi-

nation of these factors will provide significant mixing in the water layer such

that the water layer can be treated as isothermal without significant loss of

accuracy.

3.3.2 Heat transfer in the water layer

The flowing water layer on top of the algae film was discretized in

the direction of flow into nodes of depth tw and length ∆x and a control

volume energy analysis was performed on each node. Each node was heated

by solar irradiation. Each node also experienced evaporative cooling with the

air surrounding it, and convection heat transfer with the air as well as with

the algae biofilm on the bottom. Finally, the water emitted thermal radiation

to the sky.

A spectral analysis was performed to determine the rate of heating of

each water node by solar radiation. The solar spectrum used had a spectral

resolution of 1 nm [17]. The spectral absorption coefficients of water aλ were

obtained from the discussion by Irvine and Pollack [25]. The Beer-Lambert law

was applied in order to determine the spectral irradiance for every wavelength
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at the non-light facing side of the water layer [22]:

Gλ(tw) = Go,λe
−aλtw (3.1)

where Go,λ is the spectral irradiance at wavelength λ at the light facing surface

of the water layer, in W/m2nm.

The rate of solar heating of each node was then calculated by,

q′w,rad =

[
∞∑
λ=0

[Go,λ(0)−Gλ(tw)] dλ

]
∆x (3.2)

where dλ is the wavelength range around λ, which was 1 nm due to the reso-

lution of the solar spectrum used for analysis.

The rate of convection heat transfer between each node and the air is

given by Newton’s law of cooling [24]:

q′conv,w→air = hw→air (Tw(x)− Tair) ∆x (3.3)

where Tw(x) and Tair are the local water and air temperatures in K and

hw→air is the average convection coefficient coefficient between water and air

in W/m2K. The latter was determined from the Nusselt number according

to [24],

Nuw→air =
hw→airL

kair
(3.4)

where L is the characteristic length of the system, equal to 10 m, and kair is

the thermal conductivity of air in W/mK. For the mixed natural and forced
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convection conditions that exist at the air-water interface, the Nusselt number

is calculated using the correlation suggested by Mills [33],

Nu
7/2

w→air = Nu
7/2
w→air,nat +Nu

7/2

w→air,for (3.5)

where Nuw→air,for is the Nusselt number for forced convection and is given

by [24],

Nuw→air,for = 0.664Reair(L)1/2Pr
1/3
air (3.6)

where Reair(L) is the Reynolds number of the air flow above the water layer

based on the wind velocity vair and the characteristic length scale L, and

Prair is the Prandtl number of air at 300 K, equal to 0.7. In Equation (3.5),

when the water is warmer than the air, buoyancy aids the heat transfer and

the Nusselt number of the natural convection Nuw→air,nat is calculated by the

correlation [24],

Nuw→air,nat = 0.15Ra
1/3
air (3.7)

where Raair is the Rayleigh number at the air-water interface, defined as [24],

Raair =
gβair |Tair − Tw|L3

νairαair
(3.8)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, equal to 9.8 m/s2, βair is the ther-

mal expansion coefficient of air, equal to 1/Tfilm for an ideal gas, νair is the

kinematic viscosity of air in m2/s, and αair is the thermal diffusivity of air in

m2/s.
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On the other hand, when water is colder than air, then buoyancy im-

pedes heat transfer and the Nusselt number of the natural convection is cal-

culated by the correlation [24],

Nuw→air,nat = 0.27Ra
1/4
air (3.9)

Furthermore, the rate of evaporative cooling of the water is calculated

according to [34],

q′evap(x) = ṁevap(x)hfg (3.10)

where hfg is the latent heat of vaporization of water in J/kg and ṁevap(x) is

the local evaporative loss rate in kg/s and is calculated by [34],

ṁevap = gm,w→air (ωw − ωair) ∆x (3.11)

where gm,w→air is the mass transfer coefficient in kg/m2s and ωw and ωair are

the mass fractions of water vapor in air at the air-water interface and in the

ambient air, respectively. The mass fraction of water vapor at the surface of

the water is calculated by [39],

ω = 0.622
psat,w(Tw)

patm − psat,w(Tw)
(3.12)

where psat,w(Tw) is the saturation pressure of water vapor at the water temper-

ature Tw and patm is atmospheric pressure. The mass fraction of water vapor

in the ambient air ωair is calculated by [39],

ω = 0.622
φpsat,w(Tair)

patm − φpsat,w(Tair)
(3.13)
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where psat,w(Tair) is the saturation pressure of water vapor at the ambient air

temperature Tair and φ is the relative humidity.

The mass transfer coefficient gm,w→air is given by [34],

gm,w→air =
ρairDw,air

ShairL
(3.14)

where ρair is the mass density of air in kg/m3, Dw,air is the binary diffusion

coefficient of water vapor in air at 300 K, equal to 2.6 × 10−5 m2/s, and

Shair is the Sherwood number of the mass transfer. The Sherwood number is

calculated in an analogous way to calculating the Nusselt number in Equations

(3.6), (3.7), and (3.9), but by using the Schmidt number instead of the Prandtl

number [34]. The Schmidt number for water in air is 0.55 [34].

Moreover, the rate of heat transfer from the top layer of the algae

surface to the water at a given downstream distance x was determined by

Newton’s law of cooling [24]:

q′a→w(x) = hw(x) (Ta(x, y = 0)− Tw(x)) ∆x (3.15)

where Ta(x, y = 0) is the biofilm temperature at the biofilm-water interface

at downstream location x and Tw(x) is the water temperature at downstream

location x. The Nusselt number for the turbulent flow was calculated by [24],

Nua→w(x) = 0.0296Rew(x)4/5Pr1/3
w (3.16)

Moreover, the heat lost from each water node by radiation was calcu-

lated as,

q′w,rad = εσ
(
T 4
w − T 4

sky

)
∆x (3.17)
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where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant equal to 5.67 × 10−8 W/m2K4, ε

is the total hemispherical emissivity of water, equal to 0.93 [22], and Tsky is

calculated by [14],

Tsky = Tair
[
0.71 + 0.0056Tdp + 7.3× 10−5T 2

dp + 0.013cos(15m)
]1/4

(3.18)

where Tdp is the dew point temperature in degrees C and m is the hour from

midnight.

The net heat transfer into the ith node due to enthalpy flow was cal-

culated by,

q′w,flow = ρwtwvwcw (Tw,i−1 − Tw,i) (3.19)

where ρ is the density of water in kg/m3, vw is the water velocity in m/s, and

cw is the specific heat of water in J/kgK.

3.3.3 Heat transfer in the algae film

The algae biofilm was discretized into nodes of length ∆x equal to

the length of each water layer node and thickness ∆za. The nodes adjacent

to the water layer experienced heating by solar irradiation, convection with

the water layer, and conduction into the algae node below and on each side.

Thermal radiation loss from the algae was not taken into account as the water

layer above it was opaque at long wavelength radiation, and the temperature

difference between the algae and the water was not large enough for significant

thermal radiation exchange. The bottom nodes experienced conduction heat

transfer with the nodes above, on each side, and with the adjacent concrete
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node below, as well as heating by solar irradiation. All other nodes within the

algae biofilm experienced conduction heat transfer with adjacent nodes and

heating by solar irradiation.

The rate of heating by solar radiation for algae nodes located at a

distance of i nodes from the light-facing surface of the algae (the ith node)

was calculated by,

q′abs,i = (Gi−1 −Gi) ∆x (3.20)

where Gi is the irradiance at the non-light facing side of the ith node and is

given by,

Gn = (1− ηph)G0e
−XaAai∆z (3.21)

where ηph is the photosynthetic efficiency of the algae, assumed to be 10%,

and G0 is the irradiance at the biofilm-water interface, given by,

G0 = (Gin −Gabs,w) (1− ra) (3.22)

where Gin is the radiation incident onto the water layer, Gabs,w is the radiation

absorbed by the water, and ra is the total reflectivity of the algae based on

the analysis in [54].

In Equation (3.21), Xa is the mass concentration of algae in the biofilm,

approximated as 30 kg/m3 based on the results in Ref. [42], and Aa is the
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mass absorption cross section, in m2/kg, averaged over the spectral region of

irradiance, obtained for C. reinhardtii from Ref. [6].

The net rate of heat transfer into the (i,j) node by conduction is given

by Fourier’s Law for discretized elements [24]:

q′cond,net = ka
Ti−1 − 2Ti + Ti+1

∆za
∆x+ ka

Tj−1 − 2Tj + Tj+1

∆x
∆za (3.23)

where the first term is the net rate of conduction heat transfer in the z direc-

tion and the second term is the net rate of conduction heat transfer in the x

direction.

3.3.4 Heat transfer in the concrete and ground

The concrete layer was discretized into nodes with length ∆x and thick-

ness ∆zc. The top and bottom nodes experienced conduction with the bottom

algae nodes and the top ground nodes, respectively, as well as conduction

with the node on each side. Each other node experienced conduction with the

nodes above and below and on each side. The ground was modeled as soil

1 m deep and discretized into nodes of length ∆x and thickness ∆zg. The

thermal penetration depth into the ground was shown to be less than 1 m.

Each ground node experienced conduction with adjacent nodes. Net heat flux

by conduction in each node in the concrete and ground was calculated using

Equation (3.23) using each material’s respective conductivity k.
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3.3.5 Closure Laws

Thermal Properties of Materials

Thermal and fluid properties of air, water, algae, concrete, and ground

were evaluated at 300 K and are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Thermal properties of materials at 300 K [24].
Material k (W/mK) c (kJ/kgK) ρ (kg/m3)

Air 0.026 1.0 1.16
Water 0.61 4.2 1000
Algae 0.61 4.2 1000
Concrete 1.0 0.75 2400
Soil 0.52 1.8 2050

Environmental parameters

Four week-long simulations using weather parameters for the spring,

summer, and winter were performed for Memphis, TN, USA. Memphis was

selected because its moderately high annual insolation, proximity to water

sources, high average relative humidity, and moderate temperatures make it

a viable candidate as a location for commercial algae production. The spring,

summer, fall, and winter weeks were May 12-18, July 7-13, September 26-

October 2, and November 28-December 4, 2010. The values for hourly air

temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed were obtained from Weather

Underground [52] and are shown in Figures 3.2-3.5. The values for hourly

irradiance incident onto a horizontal surface were calculated using the method

described in Ref. [14] taking into account latitude, hour of the day and day of

the year.
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Figure 3.2: Weather parameters for the spring week simulation for May 12-18,
2010 in Memphis, TN.
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Figure 3.3: Weather parameters for the summer week simulation for July 7-13,
2010 in Memphis, TN.
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Figure 3.4: Weather parameters for the fall week simulation for September
26-October 2, 2010 in Memphis, TN.
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Figure 3.5: Weather parameters for the winter week simulation for November
28-December 4, 2010 in Memphis, TN.

Moreover, to assess the importance of each weather parameter on the

algae biofilm temperature and evaporative loss rate, a sensitivity analysis was

conducted using the spring week as a base case. The values of ambient temper-
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ature in degrees Celsius, irradiance, relative humidity, and wind speed were

each independently increased and decreased by 10% and 20% compared to

their base case value while holding the other weather parameters at their base

case values.

3.3.6 Boundary and Initial Conditions

The initial temperature of the system, which included the water, algae,

and concrete, was set to 23oC, 28oC, 20oC, and 8oC for the spring, summer,

fall, and winter simulations, respectively. The temperature deep within the

ground at a given geographic location is approximately equal to that location’s

annual average air temperature [33]. Therefore, the initial temperature for the

ground varied linearly in z between the initial temperature of the system and

the temperature deep within the ground, which was 17oC [52]. A convection

boundary condition was imposed at each edge of the algae biofilm, i.e. where x

was equal to zero and where x was equal to L, using the convection coefficient

ha→w at each location calculated by Equation (3.16). The water recirculation

pipe, as well as each edge of the concrete and ground layers, were assumed to

be perfectly insulated.

3.3.7 Calculation of temperatures for the next time step

For each time step of the simulation, the local temperatures from the

previous time step were used to calculate the heat fluxes for the current time

step. Then, the local temperature for a given node was updated using the net
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local rate of heat storage during the given time step q′st according to,

T (x, z, τ + ∆τ) = T (x, z, τ) +
q′st(x, z, τ)

ρc∆x∆z
∆τ (3.24)

where ∆τ is the time step in seconds, ρ is the mass density of the node material

in kg/m3, and c is the specific heat, in J/kgK.

3.3.8 Solution Procedure

A custom Matlab code was written to solve the system of equations

presented. Figure 3.6 summarizes the outline of the solution procedure. A

grid sensitivity analysis was performed in both space and time discretization

to ensure grid size independence of the results. The time discretization was

varied from 0.01 to 1 s, the discretization in x was varied from 0.5 m to 2 m,

and the discretization in the algae layer za was varied from 0.25 mm to 1 mm.

Figure 3.7 shows the temperature of the light-facing algae node at a

downstream distance of 5 m as a function of hour of the day for May 12.

The figure indicates that the discrepancy between the temperatures predicted

by any two discretizations never exceeds 0.1%, and therefore the model is

independent of temporal and spatial discretization.
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Figure 3.6: Outline of the MATLAB code algorithm used to solve the problem.
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Figure 3.7: Demonstration of time step and grid size independence. The plot
shows the temperature of the algae node at the biofilm-water interface at a
downstream distance of 5 m for various temporal and spatial discretizations.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Relative magnitudes of heat loss rates from the system

Figure 3.8 shows the relative magnitudes of the modes of heat transfer

into the BPBR for May 13, 2010. This day was chosen because these rela-

tive heat fluxes on this day were representative of most days run during the

simulation. Heat transfer into the BPBR is positive and heat transfer out of

the BPBR is negative in Figure 3.8. The figure compares convective heat flux

from air to the water, the evaporative heat flux from the air to the water, the

radiative heat flux from the sky to the water, the conductive heat flux from

the ground into the BPBR, and the radiative heat flux from the sun into the

BPBR. The figure indicates that during daylight hours, evaporative cooling is

the dominant mechanism of thermal energy transfer from the BPBR to the en-

vironment. At night, convection between the water and the air provides heat

transfer to the BPBR, but the sum of the evaporative and radiative fluxes

from the system result in a net heat flux from the system. The heat flux from

the BPBR is an order of magnitude slower than the other heat fluxes.

3.4.2 Temperature fluctuation and evaporative loss rate during the
week-long simulations

Spring

Figure 3.9a shows the maximum and minimum algae temperatures as a

function of time during the week of May 12-18. The ambient air temperature

is also shown for comparison. The maximum daily algae temperature occurs
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Figure 3.8: Relative magnitudes of the heat fluxes to the BPBR over the course
of May 13, 2010.

at approximately 2:00 PM each day, whereas the maximum solar irradiance

occurs at noon and the maximum ambient air temperature usually occurs be-

tween 3:00 PM and 4:00 PM. The maximum daily algae temperature exceeded

the maximum daily air temperature by an average of 4.8oC over the week as

a result of solar heating. The difference between the minimum algae temper-

ature at night and the air temperature at night was a function of the nightly

relative humidity and the wind velocity. On the second night of the simulation
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(between hours 18 and 30) the average wind velocity was approximately 5 m/s

and the average relative humidity was approximately 70%. As a result, evap-

orative cooling caused the minimum algae temperature to be approximately

2.0oC colder than the air temperature during these hours. On the other hand,

on the seventh night (between hours 140 and 152), the average wind velocity

was only 3.0 m/s and the average relative humidity was approximately 80%.

As a result of this slow-moving, wet air, the rate of evaporative cooling was

slow and due to the thermal capacitance of the system, the minimum algae

temperature was, on average, 0.8oC greater than the ambient air temperature.

The average daily algae temperature range over the course of the week was

13.2oC, whereas the daily range of air temperatures was only 7.4oC.

Figure 3.9b shows the hourly evaporative water loss over the course of

the week. The maximum hourly evaporative loss rate is approximately 0.70

L/m2-hr and it occurs at approximately 2:00 PM, whereas the evaporative loss

rate is an order of magnitude slower at night. Furthermore, Figure 3.9 indicates

that the rate of water loss is strongly correlated to the algae temperature.

Therefore, strategies to minimize temperature fluctuations in BPBRs can also

be used to mitigate evaporative losses. The characteristic daily evaporative

water loss for this base case scenario is approximately 6.3 L/m2-day.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Maximum and minimum algae temperatures and (b) evapora-
tive loss rate for the BPBR for the spring simulation.
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Summer

Figure 3.10a shows the maximum and minimum algae temperatures as

a function of time during the summer week of July 7-13. In the summer week,

the maximum algae temperature exceeded the maximum air temperature by

an average of 3.0oC. This difference was less than the difference in the spring

(4.8oC) because the warmer water temperatures in the summer caused an in-

crease in the rate of evaporative cooling. The algae temperatures at night were

approximately equal to the air temperature. The average daily temperature

range over the course of the week was 12.3oC for the algae, compared with

9.6oC for the ambient air. Averaged over the week, the maximum evaporative

loss rate was approximately 0.8 L/m2-hr and it occurred at approximately

the same time as the maximum algae temperature. The characteristic daily

evaporative loss was 7.0 L/m2-day.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Maximum and minimum algae temperatures and (b) evapo-
rative loss rate for the BPBR for the summer simulation.
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Fall

During the week of September 26-October 2, the maximum daily solar

irradiation was approximately 730 W/m2, compared to 920 W/m2 in the spring

and 940 W/m2 in the summer. Furthermore, the average relative humidity

during this week was only approximately 50% as opposed to 75% and 72% in

the spring and summer, respectively. As a result, the algae stayed cool relative

to the surrounding air and its temperature only exceeded the maximum air

temperature on two of the seven days (Figure 3.11a). The minimum algae

temperature at night was lower than the minimum nightly air temperature by

an average of 1.0oC. The average daily temperature range in the algae during

this week was 12.8oC, compared to a 13.0C temperature range in the ambient

air. The characteristic daily evaporative loss rate was 4.9 L/m2-day.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Maximum and minimum algae temperatures and (b) evapo-
rative loss rate for the BPBR for the fall simulation.
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Winter

Figure 3.12a shows the maximum and minimum algae temperatures

over the course of the week of November 28-December 4. A colder week was not

selected because the numerical model is not equipped to predict phenomena

associated with freezing. During this week, the rate of solar heating is on

average only 490 W/m2, and as a result, the maximum algae temperature

during the day is, on average, 0.8oC colder than the maximum air temperature.

On days with high relative humidity during daylight hours, such as day 3

(hours 54-68), the rate of evaporative cooling is slow relative to other days

and the maximum algae temperature exceeds the maximum air temperature

by 5.0oC. The opposite is true for most of the days of this week, such as

days 5 and 6 (hours 108-120 and hours 132-144), during which the relative

humidity during the day is on average 50% and evaporative cooling causes the

maximum algae temperature to be lower than the maximum air temperature

by an average of 3.7oC. The average daily temperature range in the algae was

9.7oC, compared to a daily range of air temperatures of 9.4oC. The hourly

evaporation profile shown in Figure 3.12b indicates that between hours 43 and

50 and between hours 147 and 155, condensation occurs because the partial

pressure of water vapor in the air exceeds that of the water surface. The

characteristic daily water loss for this winter week was 1.5 L/m2-day.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Maximum and minimum algae temperatures and (b) evapo-
rative loss rate for the BPBR for the winter simulation.
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Table 3.2 summarizes the seasonal variation of temperature fluctuation

and evaporative loss.

Table 3.2: Summary of seasonal dependence of temperature fluctuation and
evaporation rate.

Spring Summer Fall Winter

Avg. air temp T air (oC) 23.3 28.3 20.1 8.7
Avg. daily air temp. range ∆T air (oC) 7.4 9.6 13.0 9.4
Avg. algae temp T a (oC) 24.5 28.8 17.6 7.0
Avg. daily algae temp. range ∆T a (oC) 13.2 12.4 12.8 9.7
Avg. evap. rate Levap (L/m2-day) 6.3 7.0 4.9 1.5

3.4.3 One dimensional temperature distribution in the BPBR through-
out the day

Figure 3.13 shows the variation of temperature within the BPBR at a

downstream distance of 5 m at four times during May 13 (between hours 25

and 48 of the spring simulation). At noon, the algae is being heated by solar

irradiation and the direction of heat transfer between the algae and the ground

is into the ground. However, between noon and 6:00 PM, the direction of heat

transfer reverses, and the heat that was stored in the concrete and the ground

is transfered to the algae. Heat continues to flow from the ground to the algae

and out to the environment throughout the night.

3.4.4 Two dimensional temperature distribution in the algae biofilm

Figure 3.14 shows the two dimensional temperature variation in the

algae biofilm at (a) 6:00 AM and (b) 2:00 PM on May 13. These two times were
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Figure 3.13: Temperature variation in the direction into the ground at a down-
stream distance of 5 m at four times of day during May 13, 2010.

selected because their temperature profiles are representative of the greatest

differences between maximum and minimum algae temperatures at night and

during the day, respectively. The figure indicates that at 6:00 AM, the warmest

temperature in the algae biofilm is 21.4oC, and it occurs at the trailing edge

of the biofilm at the biofilm-concrete interface (x equal to 10 m, z equal to 5

mm). The temperature at this location is 0.2oC warmer than the coldest point

in the biofilm, which occurs at the leading edge at the algae-water interface (x
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equal to 0 m, z equal to 0 mm). This temperature distribution occurs because

the local convection coefficient between the algae and the water is greatest at

the leading edge and least at the trailing edge. Therefore, after the sun goes

down and the water begins to cool the biofilm, the cooling occurs most rapidly

at the leading edge and least rapidly at the trailing edge.

Figure 3.14: Two dimensional temperature variation in the algae biofilm at
(a) 6:00 AM and (b) 2:00 PM on May 13, 2010.

At 2:00 PM, the greatest temperature in the biofilm is 34.1oC and it

occurs at the trailing edge at the algae-water interface (x equal to 10 m, z equal

to 0 mm). The temperature at this location is 1.9oC warmer than the coldest

location in the biofilm, which occurs at the leading edge at the algae-concrete

interface (x equal to 0 m, z equal to 5 mm). The warmest temperature occurs

at the trailing edge at the algae-water interface because the solar heating of

algae is uniform in the x direction, but at the trailing edge, the heat transfer to
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the water is slower because the water is warmer and the convection coefficient

is lower than they are at the leading edge.

3.4.5 Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the relative sensi-

tivity of the maximum and minimum algae temperatures and evaporative loss

rate to changes in each weather parameter. Air temperature in degrees C, irra-

diance, relative humidity, and wind velocity were each increased and decreased

by 10% and 20% of their base case value while keeping the other parameters

constant. The base case for the weather parameters was the set of weather

parameters for the week of May 12-18, given in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.15a shows the percent deviation in maximum daily algae tem-

perature on May 13 as a function of the variation of each weather parameter.

Increasing the average air temperature, irradiance, and relative humidity by

10% increase the maximum daily algae temperature by 5.6%, 3.3%, and 2.5%,

respectively. Increasing the average wind velocity by 10% decreases the max-

imum temperature by 0.5%. Increasing the irradiance causes an increase in

maximum algae temperature by increasing the daily solar heating, whereas

increasing the relative humidity increases the maximum temperature by de-

creasing the rate of evaporative cooling. Increasing the wind velocity increases

the rate of evaporative cooling.

Furthermore, Figure 3.15b shows the percent deviation in minimum

daily algae temperature on May 13 as a function of the variation of each
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Figure 3.15: Relative sensitivities of maximum and minimum daily algae tem-
perature and evaporative loss rate to changes in air temperature in degrees C
(�), relative humidity (♦), irradiance (�), and wind velocity (4).

environmental parameter. Increasing the average air temperature and relative

humidity by 10% increases the minimum daily algae temperature by 9.7% and

3.9%, respectively. Increasing the average wind velocity by 10% decreases the

minimum temperature by 0.2% and increasing the irradiance by 10% has a
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negligible effect on the minimum temperature. These results indicate that

increasing the average air temperature and the relative humidity increase the

algae temperature at all locations in the biofilm at all times. Increasing the

wind velocity has the opposite effect, decreasing the algae temperature at all

times and all locations due to the increase in the rate of evaporative cooling.

Increasing the irradiance increases the algae temperature at all locations during

the day, but has no effect on the temperatures at night.

Finally, Figure 3.15c shows the effect of varying each weather param-

eter on the total daily evaporative water loss. Increasing the irradiance, air

temperature, and wind speed by 10% increases the daily evaporative water

loss by 9.4%, 5.0%, and 2.4%, respectively. Increasing the relative humidity

by 10% has the opposite effect, decreasing the evaporative loss by 7.3%.

3.4.6 Varying the water layer depth for temperature stabilization

The effects of varying the water layer depth between 1 cm and 10 cm

on algae temperature and evaporative loss rate were also investigated, and the

results are shown in Figure 3.16. Figure 3.16a indicates that increasing the

thickness of the water layer (i) decreases the amplitude of the daily tempera-

ture oscillation and (ii) slows the temporal response of the system such that the

maximum algae temperature occurs later in the day. For a water layer thick-

nesses of 1 cm and 10 cm, the maximum algae temperatures are 34.7oC and

and 32.9oC, respectively, and they occur at approximately 2:00 PM and 3:00

PM, respectively. Furthermore, increasing the water layer thickness causes the
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algae to stay warmer after the sun goes down due to the increased thermal

inertia of the system. As a result, the evaporative loss rate for the system with

a 10 cm thick water layer is less than that with the 1 cm water layer between

the hours 7:00 AM - 2:00 PM, whereas at all other hours the evaporative loss

rate of the system with the 10 cm thick water layer is greater than that of the

system with the 1 cm layer. As a result, the total daily evaporative water loss

increases slightly with increasing water layer thickness: the total daily evapo-

rative loss for the systems with water layer thicknesses of 1 cm, 5 cm, and 10

cm were 6.3, 6.6, and 6.6 L/m2-day, respectively. This total daily evaporative

loss of 6.5 L/m2-day was shown to be maintained for water layer thicknesses

as low as 1 mm.
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Figure 3.16: Maximum algae temperature and evaporative loss rate for BPBRs
of varying water layer thickness.
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3.5 Conclusions

The goal of this study was to create a numerical finite element model to

quantify the temperature variation and the evaporative water loss character-

istic of an algae biofilm photobioreactor. First, the maximum and minimum

algae temperatures and the evaporative loss rate were determined during one

week periods in the spring, summer, fall, and winter for Memphis, TN. Then,

the spatial temperature variation in the biofilm photobioreactor was presented.

Third, a sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the relative effects of

ambient air temperature, irradiance, relative humidity, and wind speed on the

algae temperature and evaporative loss rate. Finally, the effects of varying the

thickness of the water layer flowing over the algae biofilm were investigated.

Below are the major findings of the study:

• The daily maximum algae temperature exceeded the maximum daily

air temperature by an average of 4.8oC and 3.0oC in the spring and

summer weeks, respectively. In the fall and winter weeks, the maximum

daily algae temperature was on average 1.5oC and 0.8oC lower than the

maximum daily air temperature as a result of a lower rate of solar heating

and a higher rate of evaporative cooling.

• The amount by which the minimum algae temperature differed from the

minimum air temperature at night was a strong function of the nightly

relative humidity and wind speed, as these parameters controlled the

rate of evaporative cooling. On a night that featured an average wind
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velocity of approximately 5 m/s and an average relative humidity of

approximately 70%, the minimum algae temperature was on average

3.4oC colder than the air temperature. However, on a night that featured

an average wind velocity of only 2.3 m/s and an average relative humidity

of 83%, the minimum algae temperature was on average only 0.2oC less

than the ambient air temperature.

• For the spring, summer, fall, and winter simulations, the average daily

algae temperature ranges were 13.2oC, 12.4oC, 12.8oC, and 9.7oC, re-

spectively. By comparison, the average air temperature ranges for these

simulations were 7.4oC, 9.6oC, 13.0oC, and 9.4oC, respectively.

• The average evaporative water loss rates of the system in the spring,

summer, fall, and winter simulations were approximately 6.3 L/m2-day,

7.0 L/m2-day, 4.9 L/m2-day, and 1.5 L/m2-day, respectively.

• For a BPBR length of 10 m, the maximum temperature difference be-

tween two locations within the biofilm occurred at the same time as

did the maximum absolute daily temperature, which was approximately

2:00 PM each day. At this time, the temperature at the trailing edge

of the biofilm at the biofilm-water interface was 1.9oC warmer than the

temperature at the leading edge at the biofilm-concrete interface.

• The daily maximum algae temperature increased by 5.6%, 3.3%, and

2.5%, when the average ambient temperature, peak irradiance, and rela-

tive humidity increased by 10% with respect to base case values of 23oC,
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920 W/m2, and 70%, respectively. The maximum algae temperature de-

creased by 0.5% when the average wind velocity was increased by 10%

with respect to the base case value of 5.3 m/s.

• The daily minimum algae temperature increased by 9.7%, increased by

3.9%, and decreased by 0.2% when the average ambient temperature,

relative humidity, and wind speed increased by 10% with respect to

base case values of 23oC, 70%, and 5.3 m/s, respectively. The minimum

temperature was not affected by changes in irradiance, which implies that

for this system, nightly temperatures are not affected by daily irradiance.

• The daily evaporative water loss increased by 9.4%, 5.0%, and 2.4%,

when the irradiance, ambient temperature, and wind speed increased

by 10% with respect to base case values of 23oC, 920 W/m2, and 70%,

respectively. The daily evaporative loss decreased by 7.3% when the

relative humidity increased by 10% from its base case value of 70%.

• The depth of the water layer was shown to be inversely related to the

amplitude of the daily temperature oscillation. For water layer thick-

nesses of 1 cm and 10 cm, the maximum algae temperatures on May 13

were 34.7oC and and 32.9oC, respectively.

• Increasing the water layer thickness caused the maximum evaporation

rate to occur later in the day, but the total daily evaporative loss re-

mained approximately unchanged for thicknesses ranging from 1 cm to

10 cm.
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This model, along with the sensitivity analysis associated with it, al-

lows biofilm photobioreactor designers to estimate algae temperatures and

evaporative loss rates given weather parameters for a given time of year and

geographic location. Furthermore, this model can be adapted to evaluate the

effectiveness of thermal management strategies in diminishing daily tempera-

ture fluctuations and minimizing evaporative losses. Finally, the results can be

improved by experimentally measuring the thermal and radiative properties of

algae biofilms and integrating these closure laws into the modeling framework

described in this study.

Nomenclature

a absorption coefficient, 1/m

c specific heat at constant pressure, J/kgK

D binary diffusion coefficient, m2/s

G irradiation, W/m2

g acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

gm mass transfer coefficient, kg/m2s

h convection coefficient, W/m2K

hfg enthalpy of vaporization, J/kg

k thermal conductivity, W/mK

L length of the photobioreactor, m

m hour from midnight

ṁ rate of mass evaporation, kg/s
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Nu Nusselt number

p partial pressure, Pa

Pr Prandtl number

q rate of heat transfer, W

Ra Rayleigh number

Re Reynolds number

Sh Sherwood number

T temperature, K

t thickness of layer, m

v velocity, m/s

Greek symbols

α thermal diffusivity, m2/s

β thermal expansion coefficient, 1/K

φ relative humidity

λ wavelength, nm

ν kinematic viscosity, m2/s

ρ density, kg/m3

τ time, s

Subscripts

a refers to algae

abs refers to absorption

air refers to air

atm refers to atmospheric
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c refers to concrete

cond refers to conduction

conv refers to convection

dp refers to dew point

evap refers to evaporation

film refers to film, the average of a value between the surface and the ambient

for refers to forced convection

in refers to incident

g refers to ground

nat refers to natural convection

rad refers to radiation

ref refers to reflection

sat refers to saturation

st refers to thermal energy storage

w refers to water
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1 Summary

This thesis presented numerical studies addressing the (i) photosyn-

thetic efficiency of planktonic as well as (ii) the thermal fluctuations and evap-

orative losses of benthic photobioreactor systems.

Effect of Cell Pigmentation on Photobioreactor Productivity and

Scale-up

The first study provided guidelines for the scale-up of planar plank-

tonic photobioreactors by determining the local photosynthetic rate in these

photobioreactors as a function of local optical thickness. This analysis was

performed for the wild strain of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as well as its

truncated pigment antenna transformant, tla1. The major findings of this

part of the study can be summarized as:

• The specific oxygen production functions indicated that the maximum

specific oxygen production rate decreased from 120 mol O2/cell/s for

the wild strain to 108 mol O2/cell/s for tla1. However, the irradiance at

which the maximum photosynthetic rate occurs increased from 67 W/m2

for the wild strain to 97 W/m2 for tla1. The photosynthetically active
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irradiance above which the photosynthetic rate of tla1 exceeded that of

the wild strain was identified as 170 W/m2.

• The maximum recommended photobioreactor optical thickness is 169

and 275 for C. reinhardtii wild strain and tla1. At optical thicknesses

beyond these values, there is not enough light for the algae to undergo

appreciable photosynthesis.

• Use of tla1 is recommended for PBRs with optical thickness larger than

40 for increased productivity. The dependence of this value on incident

irradiance was shown to be weak.

• Use of tla1 has negligible effect on increasing productivity for irradiances

less than 50 W/m2. However, at larger irradiances, improvements of up

to 30% were possible with tla1.

• The dominating mechanism for the greater productivity of tla1 in mass

culture is tla1 ’s decreased mass absorption cross section, which enables

light to penetrate deeper within the PBR. The maximum specific oxygen

production rate per cell is greater for the wild strain than it is for tla1.

Therefore, truncation of pigment antennae through genetic engineering

must seek a balance between the enhanced transmittance of truncated

pigment cultures and the decreased maximum specific oxygen production

rate of truncated antenna cells.
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Temperature Fluctuation and Evaporative Loss Rate in an Algae

Biofilm Photobioreactor

Furthermore, thermal transport in a benthic photobioreactor was inves-

tigated. Such a system reduces the water and energy requirement compared

to planktonic systems. Therefore, the second study presented the results of

a numerical finite element model to predict the diurnal and seasonal vari-

ations in photobioreactor temperature and evaporative loss rate in benthic

photobioreactors. In this system, a thin layer of nutrient media flows over an

attached algae biofilm on a concrete surface, rather than the algae growing

in suspension, thus significiantly decreasing the water volume and the energy

requirements for water pumping and mixing. The study presented the tem-

perature of the photobioreactor as a function of space and time for week-long

simulations in all four seasons in Memphis, TN. Furthermore, a sensitivity

analysis was presented which showed the relative sensitivities of temperature

fluctuation and evaporative loss rate on air temperature, irradiance, relative

humidity, and wind speed. Finally, the effect of varying the thickness of the

nutrient medium layer over the biofilm on temperature fluctuation and evap-

orative loss was investigated. Below are the major findings of the study:

• The daily maximum algae temperature exceeded the maximum daily

air temperature by an average of 4.8oC and 3.0oC in the spring and

summer weeks, respectively. In the fall and winter weeks, the maximum

daily algae temperature was on average 1.5oC and 0.8oC lower than the
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maximum daily air temperature as a result of a lower rate of solar heating

and a higher rate of evaporative cooling.

• The amount by which the minimum algae temperature differed from the

minimum air temperature at night was a strong function of the nightly

relative humidity and wind speed, as these parameters controlled the

rate of evaporative cooling. On a night that featured an average wind

velocity of approximately 5 m/s and an average relative humidity of

approximately 70%, the minimum algae temperature was on average

3.4oC colder than the air temperature. However, on a night that featured

an average wind velocity of only 2.3 m/s and an average relative humidity

of 83%, the minimum algae temperature was on average only 0.2oC less

than the ambient air temperature.

• For the spring, summer, fall, and winter simulations, the average daily

algae temperature ranges were 13.2oC, 12.4oC, 12.8oC, and 9.7oC, re-

spectively. By comparison, the average air temperature ranges for these

simulations were 7.4oC, 9.6oC, 13.0oC, and 9.4oC, respectively.

• The average evaporative water loss rates of the system in the spring,

summer, fall, and winter simulations were approximately 6.3 L/m2-day,

7.0 L/m2-day, 4.9 L/m2-day, and 1.5 L/m2-day, respectively.

• For a BPBR length of 10 m, the maximum temperature difference be-

tween two locations within the biofilm occurred at the same time as

did the maximum absolute daily temperature, which was approximately
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2:00 PM each day. At this time, the temperature at the trailing edge

of the biofilm at the biofilm-water interface was 1.9oC warmer than the

temperature at the leading edge at the biofilm-concrete interface.

• The daily maximum algae temperature increased by 5.6%, 3.3%, and

2.5%, when the average ambient temperature, peak irradiance, and rela-

tive humidity increased by 10% with respect to base case values of 23oC,

920 W/m2, and 70%, respectively. The maximum algae temperature de-

creased by 0.5% when the average wind velocity was increased by 10%

with respect to the base case value of 5.3 m/s.

• The daily minimum algae temperature increased by 9.7%, increased by

3.9%, and decreased by 0.2% when the average ambient temperature,

relative humidity, and wind speed increased by 10% with respect to

base case values of 23oC, 70%, and 5.3 m/s, respectively. The minimum

temperature was not affected by changes in irradiance, which implies that

for this system, nightly temperatures are not affected by daily irradiance.

• The daily evaporative water loss increased by 9.4%, 5.0%, and 2.4%,

when the irradiance, ambient temperature, and wind speed increased

by 10% with respect to base case values of 23oC, 920 W/m2, and 70%,

respectively. The daily evaporative loss decreased by 7.3% when the

relative humidity increased by 10% from its base case value of 70%.

• The depth of the water layer was shown to be inversely related to the

amplitude of the daily temperature oscillation. For water layer thick-
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nesses of 1 cm and 10 cm, the maximum algae temperatures on May 13

were 34.7oC and and 32.9oC, respectively.

• Increasing the water layer thickness caused the maximum evaporation

rate to occur later in the day, but the total daily evaporative loss re-

mained approximately unchanged for thicknesses ranging from 1 cm to

10 cm.

This model enables us to test a variety of geographic locations and pho-

tobioreactor designs in the virtual space. Furthermore, thermal management

strategies can be devised and evaluated.

4.2 Recommendations for Future Research

The light transfer model used in this paper assumed independent scat-

tering theory to predict the light profile in sparsely populated suspensions.

However, to minimize the water and energy input requirement of photobiore-

actors, microorganism density must be maximized. Accurate modeling of light

transfer phenomena in densely populated algal systems, including dense slur-

ries as well as biofilms, will require the use of dependent scattering theory.

Therefore, future research should focus on constructing and validating a de-

pendent scattering model for the light transfer in densely packed algal systems.

Such a model will increase the range of simulations to highly concentrated cell

systems. The model can also predict the biofilm thickness above which the

local photosynthetic rate is negligible as a result of light attenuation, thus pro-
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viding guidelines for the control of biofilm thickness. Moreover, optical tools

based on reflected or transmitted light can be developed to measure biomass

concentration, biofilm thickness, and degree of contamination in diagnostics

and process and quality control.

Due to the large daily temperature fluctuations in outdoor photobiore-

actors, passive and economical thermal management strategies must be ex-

plored to dampen the thermal fluctuations and minimize evaporative losses.

The model presented in this thesis can serve as a basis tool to explore the effec-

tiveness of different thermal management strategies. One strategy to minimize

daily temperature fluctuation is to embed phase change materials with a de-

sired phase change temperature into the concrete below the algae biofilm to

absorb excess solar energy during the day time and discharge that thermal en-

ergy at night. Such a system is passive in that it requires no additional power

to operate. Finally, a model for biofilm growth rate and product formation rate

as a function of temperature is necessary to expand the current thermal model

into a model for assessing biofuel productivity. Since the growth and product

formation rates are often different in biofilms than they are in planktonic en-

vironments, future research should also focus on investigating the behavior of

these rates as functions of temperature.
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Appendix A

FORTRAN code listings for local oxygen

production rate determination

A.1 Module for determining local oxygen production
rate

This module takes the current Aiba parameters Ks and Ki as well as

the local irradiance and computes the local oxygen production rate.

subroutine O2_production_model

! Global Variables

include ’PARAMETERS.fi’

include ’VARIABLES_ARRAYS.fi’

!local variables

real,dimension(max_index_wavelength,max_index_z)::integrand_1A,integrand_1B

real,dimension(max_index_z)::integrand_2A !,integrand_2B

call load_properties !load the inputs such as: radiation characteristics,

!solar data, and quadratures

call initialize !setup the grid and set intensities to zero

do index_z = 1, max_index_z

do index_wavelength = 1, max_index_wavelength

integrand_1A(index_wavelength,index_z) = alpha_A(index_wavelength)*G_z(index_wavelength,index_z)

end do

!compute the photosynthetically active irradiance at each z location

call unsimp(max_index_wavelength,wavelength,integrand_1A(:,index_z),G_use_A(index_z,index_I))

!compute the specific O2 production rates of each microorganism

!the models here can change according to the microorganism

pi_O2_A(index_z,index_I) = pi_O2_A_max * G_use_A(index_z,index_I)/(30 +G_use_A(index_z,index_I)+((G_use_A(index_z,index_I))**2)/160)

!compute the integrand for the total mass production rate

integrand_2A(index_z) = pi_O2_A(index_z,index_I)*X_A(index_X)*As

end do

!compute the mass production rate of oxygen by each species

call unsimp(max_index_z,z,integrand_2A,m_dot_O2_A(index_I,index_P,index_Q,index_R))

m_dot_O2_tot(index_I,index_P,index_Q,index_R) = m_dot_O2_A(index_I,index_P,index_Q,index_R) !+ m_dot_H2_B

!call O2_output

call O2_total_output

call least_squares

end
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A.2 Module for selecting consistent combination of Aiba
parameters

This module takes the total oxygen production rate for each combina-
tion of Aiba parameters as input and selects the combination that correctly
estimates the results from Ref. [35]

subroutine least_squares

!global variables and parameters

include ’PARAMETERS.fi’

include ’VARIABLES_ARRAYS.fi’

!initialize rank

do index_Q=1,max_index_Q

do index_P=1,max_index_P

rank(index_P,index_Q)=0

end do

end do

open(92,FILE=’OUTPUTS/ranking.TXT’,ACCESS=’APPEND’)

do index_R=1,1 !,max_index_R

do index_Q=1,max_index_Q

do index_P=1,max_index_P

do index_I=1,max_index_I

rank(index_P,index_Q)=rank(index_P,index_Q)+((m_dot_O2_tot(index_I,index_P,index_Q,index_R)-published(index_I))**2)/(published(index_I)**2)

end do

write(92,190) rank(index_P,index_Q), G_sat_A(index_P), G_I_A(index_Q)

end do

end do

end do

close(92)

end
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Appendix B

MATLAB code for thermal modeling project

B.1 Main code

1: %grid independence loop: can be varied between 1 and 9 to set different
2: %discretization sizes to check for grid independence
3: for grid vary=0
4:
5: %design variation loop: can be varied between 1 and 9 to set different
6: %thicknesses of biofilm, water, and concrete layers
7: for design vary=0
8:
9: %sensitivity analysis loop: used to vary weather parameters individually
10: for weather vary=0
11:
12: %scrolls through the weather parameter currently being varied in the sensitivity analysis
13: for param index=1
14:
15: %load properties thermal properties of materials
16: run ’load properties’
17:
18: %initialize heat fluxes to zero, temperatures to intial conditions
19: run ’initialize’
20:
21: %load hourly weather parameters - 1st column index, 2nd column temp, 3rd column
22: %p water, 4th column wind speed in mph
23: %hour info=xlsread(’weather data.xls’,’memphis’,’B2:E25’);
24:
25: %load solar spectrum: first column wavelength (nm), second column irradiance (W/m2/nm)
26: solar spectrum(:,1)=xlsread(’ASTMG173’,’SMARTS2’,’A3:A2004’);
27: solar spectrum(:,2)=xlsread(’ASTMG173’,’SMARTS2’,’D3:D2004’);
28:
29:
30: %determine fraction of solar irradiance absorbed by water layer
31: run ’water absorb module 2’
32:
33: %determine fraction of solar irradiance reflected by algae
34: run ’algae reflect module’
35:
36: %days loop
37: for d index=1:days
38:
39: %load weather for each hour of the current day
40: run ’read weather’
41:
42: %hour loop
43: for h index=1:24
44:
45: abs h index=(d index-1)*24+h index
46:
47: %use one of these for the sensitivity analysis:
48: if weather vary==0
49: run ’hourly weather’
50: elseif weather vary==1
51: run ’hourly weather amb temp vary’
52: elseif weather vary==2
53: run ’hourly weather insolation vary’
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54: elseif weather vary==3
55: run ’hourly weather humidity vary’
56: elseif weather vary==4
57: run ’hourly weather wind speed vary’
58: end
59:
60: %if this is the first hour of the simulation, load initial
61: %temperatures. Otherwise, load temperatures from last time step of last hour
62: if (h index==1 && d index==1)
63: else
64: T a=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,3600/delta t);
65: T c=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,3600/delta t);
66: T w=zeros(y steps w,x steps w,3600/delta t);
67: T g=zeros(y steps g,3600/delta t);
68: T a(:,:,1)=T temp a(:,:,1);
69: T c(:,:,1)=T temp c(:,:,1);
70: T w(:,:,1)=T temp w(:,:,1);
71: T g(:,1)=T temp g(:,1);
72: end
73:
74: %set total hourly evaporation to zero
75: Liters evap=0;
76:
77: %perform heat transfer calculations for each time step throughout the hour
78: for t index=2:3600/delta t
79:
80: %calculate convection coefficients between air and water and between algae and water
81: run ’convection coeffs’
82:
83: %calculate heat transfer rates to and from each water layer
84: %node based on temperatures from previous time step
85: for x index=1:x steps w
86: %the first half of the water nodes are exposed to the atmosphere
87: if x index<x steps w/2+1
88: q in conv w(x index)=h w(x index)*(T a(1,x index,t index-1)-T w(1,x index,t index-1))*delta x w*1;
89: q out conv w(x index)=h w air*(T w(1,x index,t index-1)-T air(abs h index))*delta x w*1;
90: p sat a(x index)=3.3648*T w(y steps w,x index,t index-1)̂ 2-1819.5*T w(y steps w,x index,t index-1)+246596;
91: omega w(x index)=0.622*p sat a(x index)/(p atm-p sat a(x index));
92: j s(x index)=g m air*(omega w(x index)-omega inf)*delta x w*1;
93: q out evap w(x index)=j s(x index)*h fg*1000;
94: q out rad w(x index)=e w*boltz*(T w(y steps w,x index,t index-1)̂ 4-T skŷ 4)*delta x w*1;
95: heating=q gen w*delta x w*1;
96: %the second half of the water nodes are in the recirculation loop
97: else
98: q in conv w(x index)=0;
99: q out conv w(x index)=0;
100: q out evap w(x index)=0;
101: q out rad w(x index)=0;
102: j s(x index)=0;
103: heating=0;
104: end
105: if x index==1
106: q in flow w(x index)=rho w*delta y w*1*v w*c w*T w(1,x steps w,t index-1);
107: q out flow w(x index)=rho w*delta y w*1*v w*c w*T w(1,x index,t index-1);
108: elseif x index<x steps w
109: q in flow w(x index)=rho w*delta y w*1*v w*c w*T w(1,x index-1,t index-1);
110: q out flow w(x index)=rho w*delta y w*1*v w*c w*T w(1,x index,t index-1);
111: else
112: q in flow w(x index)=rho w*delta y w*1*v w*c w*T w(1,x index-1,t index-1);
113: q out flow w(x index)=rho w*delta y w*1*v w*c w*T w(1,x index,t index-1);
114: end
115:
116: %calculate net heat into the water node
117: Q st w(x index)=(heating+q in flow w(x index)-q out flow w(x index)...
118: +q in conv w(x index)-q out conv w(x index)-q out evap w(x index)-q out rad w(x index))*delta t;
119: end
120:
121: %calculate heat transfer rates to and from each biofilm layer
122: %node based on temperatures from previous time step
123: for y index=1:y steps a
124: for x index=1:x steps a
125: if y index==1
126: q in cond a y(y index,x index)=-q in conv w(x index);
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127: q out cond a y(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index,x index,t index-1)...
128: -T a(y index+1,x index,t index-1))/delta y a*delta x a*1;
129: elseif y index<y steps a
130: q in cond a y(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index-1,x index,t index-1)...
131: -T a(y index,x index,t index-1))/delta y a*delta x a;
132: q out cond a y(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index,x index,t index-1)...
133: -T a(y index+1,x index,t index-1))/delta y a*delta x a;
134: else
135: q in cond a y(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index-1,x index,t index-1)...
136: -T a(y index,x index,t index-1))/delta y a*delta x a;
137: q out cond a y(y index,x index)=(k a+k c)/2*(T a(y index,x index,t index-1)...
138: -T c(1,x index,t index-1))/(0.5*(delta y a+delta y c))*delta x a;
139: end
140: if x index==1
141: q in cond a x(y index,x index)=0;
142: q out cond a x(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index,x index,t index-1)...
143: -T a(y index,x index+1,t index-1))/delta x a*delta y a;
144: elseif x index<x steps a
145: q in cond a x(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index,x index-1,t index-1)...
146: -T a(y index,x index,t index-1))/delta x a*delta y a;
147: q out cond a x(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index,x index,t index-1)...
148: -T a(y index,x index+1,t index-1))/delta x a*delta y a;
149: else
150: q in cond a x(y index,x index)=k a*(T a(y index,x index-1,t index-1)...
151: -T a(y index,x index,t index-1))/delta x a*delta y a;
152: q out cond a x(y index,x index)=0;
153: end
154:
155: %calculate net heat into the biofilm node
156: Q st a(y index,x index)=(q gen a(y index)*delta x a*1+q in cond a x(y index,x index)...
157: -q out cond a x(y index,x index)+q in cond a y(y index,x index)-q out cond a y(y index,x index))*delta t;
158: end
159: end
160:
161: %calculate heat transfer rates to and from each concrete layer
162: %node based on temperatures from previous time step
163: for y index=1:y steps c
164: for x index=1:x steps c
165: if y index==1
166: q in cond c y(y index,x index)=q out cond a y(y steps a,x index);
167: q out cond c y(y index,x index)=k c*(T c(y index,x index,t index-1)...
168: -T c(y index+1,x index,t index-1))/delta y c*delta x c;
169: elseif y index<y steps c
170: q in cond c y(y index,x index)=q out cond c y(y index-1,x index);
171: q out cond c y(y index,x index)=k c*(T c(y index,x index,t index-1)...
172: -T c(y index+1,x index,t index-1))/delta y c*delta x c;
173: elseif y index==y steps c
174: q in cond c y(y index,x index)=q out cond c y(y index-1,x index);
175: q out cond c y(y index,x index)=(k g+k c)/2*(T c(y index,x index,t index-1)...
176: -T g(1,t index-1))/(.5*(delta y c+delta y g))*delta x c;
177: end
178: if x index==1
179: q in cond c x(y index,x index)=0;
180: q out cond c x(y index,x index)=k c*(T c(y index,x index,t index-1)...
181: -T c(y index,x index+1,t index-1))/delta x c*delta y c;
182: elseif x index<x steps c
183: q in cond c x(y index,x index)=q out cond c x(y index,x index-1);
184: q out cond c x(y index,x index)=k c*(T c(y index,x index,t index-1)...
185: -T c(y index,x index+1,t index-1))/delta x c*delta y c;
186: elseif x index==x steps c
187: q in cond c x(y index,x index)=q out cond c x(y index,x index-1);
188: q out cond c x(y index,x index)=0;
189: end
190: Q st c(y index,x index)=(q in cond c y(y index,x index)-q out cond c y(y index,x index)...
191: +q in cond c x(y index,x index)-q out cond c x(y index,x index))*delta t;
192: end
193: end
194:
195: %calculate heat transfer rates to and from each ground layer
196: %node based on temperatures from previous time step
197: for y index=1:y steps g
198: if y index==1
199: q in cond g(1)=q out cond c y(y steps c,round(x steps c/2))*x steps c;
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200: q out cond g(1)=k g*(T g(1,t index-1)-T g(2,t index-1))/delta y g*delta x g;
201: elseif y index<y steps g
202: q in cond g(y index)=q out cond g(y index-1);
203: q out cond g(y index)=k g*(T g(y index,t index-1)-T g(y index+1,t index-1))/delta y g*delta x g;
204: else
205: q in cond g(y index)=q out cond g(y index-1);
206: q out cond g(y index)=k g*(T g(y index,t index-1)-T g deep)/delta y g*delta x g;
207: end
208: Q st g(y index)=(q in cond g(y index)-q out cond g(y index))*delta t;
209: end
210:
211: %update temperatures based on the amount of heat that entered the node during the time step
212: for y index=1:y steps w
213: for x index=1:x steps w/2
214: T w(y index,x index,t index)=T w(y index,x index,t index-1)...
215: +Q st w(y index,x index)/(rho w*delta x w*delta y w*c w);
216: end
217: for x index=x steps w/2+1:x steps w
218: rho c eff=rho w*c w*f w;
219: T w(y index,x index,t index)=T w(y index,x index,t index-1)...
220: +Q st w(y index,x index)/(delta x w*delta y w*rho c eff);
221: end
222: end
223:
224: for y index=1:y steps a
225: for x index=1:x steps a
226: T a(y index,x index,t index)=T a(y index,x index,t index-1)...
227: +Q st a(y index,x index)/(rho a*delta x a*delta y a*c a);
228: end
229: end
230:
231: for y index=1:y steps c
232: for x index=1:x steps c
233: T c(y index,x index,t index)=T c(y index,x index,t index-1)...
234: +Q st c(y index,x index)/(rho c*c c*delta x c*delta y c);
235: end
236: end
237:
238:
239: for y index=1:y steps g
240: T g(y index,t index)=T g(y index,t index-1)+Q st g(y index)/(rho g*delta y g*delta x g*c g);
241: end
242:
243: %determine amount of water evaporated during time step and
244: %update total evaporative loss during the hour
245: n evap(t index)=1000*sum(j s); %in grams
246: Liters evap=Liters evap+n evap(t index)*delta t/1000;
247:
248: end %of the time step
249:
250: %set initial temps for the start of the next hour
251: T temp a(:,:,1)=T a(:,:,3600/delta t);
252: T temp c(:,:,1)=T c(:,:,3600/delta t);
253: T temp w(:,:,1)=T w(:,:,3600/delta t);
254: T temp g(:,1)=T g(:,3600/delta t);
255:
256: hourly evap(abs h index,2)=Liters evap;
257: daily evap(d index)=daily evap(d index)+Liters evap;
258:
259: %run the program that nicely plots the temperature profile at the end of the hour
260: run ’cosmetics’
261:
262: end %of the hour
263:
264:
265: end %of the day
266:
267: %turn this on when checking for grid independence
268: %run ’grid independence excel write’
269:
270: %turn this on for a weekly profile
271: %run ’daily grind excel write’
272:
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273: %turn this on for a parameter sweep
274: %run ’param sweep excel write’
275:
276: %turn this on for new sensitivity analysis
277: %run ’sens analysis excel write’
278:
279: %run ’sens analysis design write’
280: end
281: end
282: end
283: end
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B.2 Load properties module

1: %cement, film, and water properties
2: k a=0.613;
3: rho a=997;
4: c a=4179;
5: k c=1;
6: rho c=2400;
7: c c=750;
8: k g=0.52;
9: rho g=2050;
10: c g=1840;
11: k w=k a;
12: rho w=rho a;
13: c w=c a;
14:
15: %algae radiation properties
16: A a=125; %mass absorption cross section, m2/kg
17: X a=30; %concentration of algae, kg/m3
18:
19: %emissivity of water
20: n=1.33;
21: e w=1/2-(3*n+1)*(n-1)/(6*(n+1)̂ 2)-n 2̂*(n 2̂-1)̂ 2/(n 2̂+1)̂ 3*log((n-1)/(n+1))...
22: +2*n 3̂*(n 2̂+2*n-1)/((n 2̂+1)*(n 4̂-1))-8*n 4̂*(n 4̂+1)/((n 2̂+1)*(n 4̂-1)̂ 2)*log(n);
23: boltz=5.67e-8;
24:
25: %air properties
26: Pr air=0.707;
27: mu air=184.6e-7;
28: rho air=1.1614;
29: nu air=mu air/rho air;
30: k air=0.0263;
31: Sc air=0.55;
32: p atm=101350;
33:
34: %properties relevant to evaporation
35: h fg=2438;
36: M a=18;
37: rho air=1.16;
38: c p air=1007;
39: k air=0.0263;
40: alpha air=k air/(rho air*c p air);
41: DAB=0.26e-4;
42: Le air=alpha air/DAB;
43: R=8.314;
44:
45: %properties relevant to algae-water convection
46: g=9.8;
47: beta w=0.0002761;
48: mu w=0.000855;
49: nu w=mu w/rho w;
50: Pr w=5.83;
51: v w eng=2; %inches per second
52: v w=v w eng*2.54/100; %m/s
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B.3 Initialize module

1: %define geometry
2: t a=0.005; %5mm
3: t c=0.05; %5cm
4: t w=0.05; %5 cm water layer
5: t g=0.5;
6: L=10; %10m
7:
8: %reset design parameters if sensitivity analysis to design parameter is on
9: if param index>2
10: ison=1;
11: else
12: ison=0;
13: end
14: if design vary==1
15: t w=(0.8+(param index+ison-1)*0.1)*t w;
16: elseif design vary==2
17: t a=(0.8+(param index+ison-1)*0.1)*t a;
18: elseif design vary==3
19: t c=(0.8+(param index+ison-1)*0.1)*t c;
20: end
21:
22: %define time frame–season 1=spring, 2=summer, 3=fall, 4=winter
23: season=1;
24: %set number of days for the simulation
25: days=7;
26:
27: %set starting day for irradiance calculations and initial temperatures
28: if season==1
29: starting day=132;
30: T i all=23+273;
31: elseif season==2
32: starting day=188;
33: T i all=28+273;
34: elseif season==3
35: starting day=269;
36: T i all=20+273;
37: elseif season==4
38: starting day=332;
39: T i all=8+273;
40: end
41:
42: hours=days*24;
43:
44: %set time step
45: if grid vary∼=1 && grid vary∼=3 && grid vary∼=0
46: delta t=1;
47: elseif grid vary==1
48: delta t=0.01;
49: elseif grid vary==3
50: delta t=0.5;
51: elseif grid vary==0
52: delta t=1;
53: end
54:
55: %define x and z grid size
56: if grid vary∼=4 && grid vary∼=5 && grid vary∼=0
57: y steps a=10;
58: elseif grid vary==4 — grid vary==0
59: y steps a=5;
60: elseif grid vary==5
61: y steps a=20;
62: end
63: y steps c=5;
64: y steps w=1;
65: y steps g=20;
66: L pcm steps=10;
67:
68: if grid vary∼=6 && grid vary∼=7
69: x steps w=20;
70: elseif grid vary==6
71: x steps w=10;
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72: elseif grid vary==7
73: x steps w=40;
74: end
75:
76: x steps a=x steps w/2;
77: x steps c=x steps w/2;
78: x steps pcm=x steps w/2;
79:
80: delta y a=t a/y steps a;
81: delta y c=t c/y steps c;
82: delta y w=t w/y steps w;
83: delta y g=t g/y steps g;
84:
85: delta x a=L/x steps a;
86: delta x w=L*2/x steps w;
87: delta x c=L/x steps c;
88: delta x g=L;
89:
90: %parameters relevant to irradiance calculations
91: tilt angle=0; %flat on ground
92: %latitude=30.27; %austin, tx
93: latitude=35.15; %memphis, tn
94: latitude eff=(latitude-tilt angle)*pi/180;
95: %altitude=0.167; %km (austin)
96: altitude=0.082; %memphis
97:
98: %constants for atmospheric transparency
99: a0 star=0.4237-0.00821*(6-altitude)̂ 2;
100: a1 star=0.5055+0.00595*(6.5-altitude)̂ 2;
101: k star=0.2711+0.01858*(2.5-altitude)̂ 2;
102:
103: %solar constant
104: G sc=1376; %W/m2
105:
106: %specify initial temperatures and heat fluxes
107: T i a=T i all;
108: T i c=T i all;
109: T i w=T i all;
110: T g deep=17+273;
111: T a=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,3600/delta t);
112: T c=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,3600/delta t);
113: T w=zeros(y steps w,x steps w,3600/delta t);
114: T g=zeros(y steps g,3600/delta t);
115: T a(:,:,1)=T i a;
116: T c(:,:,1)=T i c;
117: T w(:,:,1)=T i w;
118: for y dummy=1:y steps g
119: x mid g=0.5*(2*y dummy-1)*delta y g;
120: T g(y dummy,1)=T i all+(T g deep-T i all)/t g*x mid g;
121: end
122: T air=zeros(days*24,1);
123:
124: %initialize heat fluxes to zero
125: q in cond a x=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,1);
126: q in cond a y=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,1);
127: q out cond a x=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,1);
128: q out cond a y=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,1);
129: q gen a=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,1);
130: Q st a=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,1);
131:
132: q in cond c x=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,1);
133: q in cond c y=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,1);
134: q out cond c x=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,1);
135: q out cond c y=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,1);
136: Q st c=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,1);
137:
138: q in cond g=zeros(y steps g,1);
139: q out cond g=zeros(y steps g,1);
140: Q st g=zeros(y steps g,1);
141:
142: q in conv w=zeros(x steps w,1);
143: q out conv w=zeros(x steps w,1);
144: q out evap w=zeros(x steps w,1);
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145: q out rad w=zeros(x steps w,1);
146: q in flow w=zeros(x steps w,1);
147: q out flow w=zeros(x steps w,1);
148: Q st w=zeros(y steps w,x steps w,1);
149:
150: %initialize evaporation rates to zero
151: j s=zeros(y steps w,x steps w,1);
152: p sat a=zeros(y steps w,x steps w,1);
153: omega w=zeros(y steps w,x steps w,1);
154: n evap=zeros(x steps w,3600/delta t);
155: Liters evap=0;
156: daily evap=zeros(days,1);
157: hourly evap=zeros(hours+1,2);
158:
159: %first column heat flux TO water, second column h.f. TO algae, third h.f.
160: %TO concrete, fourth h.f. TO ground
161: heat flux matrix=zeros(4,24*days);
162:
163: %temporary matrices for temperatures at the end of the hour
164: T temp a=zeros(y steps a,x steps a,1);
165: T temp c=zeros(y steps c,x steps c,1);
166: T temp w=zeros(y steps w,x steps w,1);
167: T temp g=zeros(y steps g,1);
168:
169: %matrices for easy data observation
170: hourly T a top=zeros(hours+1,2);
171: hourly T a bot=zeros(hours+1,2);
172: % hourly T pcm=zeros(hours+1,1);
173: for h dummy=0:hours
174: hourly evap(h dummy+1,1)=h dummy;
175: hourly T a top(h dummy+1,1)=h dummy;
176: hourly T a bot(h dummy+1,1)=h dummy;
177: end
178:
179: hourly T a top(1,2)=T i a-273;
180: hourly T a bot(1,2)=T i a-273;
181:
182: hourly max min=zeros(2,days*24);
183: hourly max min(:,1)=T i a-273;
184:
185: %initialize irradiance to zero
186: G in=zeros(hours,1);
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B.4 Water absorb module

1: %This program calculates the fraction of the total incident irradiance that
2: %is absorbed as heat in the water layer, as a function of water layer
3: %thickness, incident spectrum, and water’s radiative properties
4:
5: %read in spectral absorption coefficient of water
6: %first column wavelength, second column absorption coefficient
7: absorb(:,:)=xlsread(’water absorb.xls’,’Sheet1’,’A1:B93’);
8:
9: [ nrows,ncolumns ]=size(solar spectrum);
10:
11: inc=10;
12: i=0;
13:
14: while j<nrows
15: i=i+1;
16: j=1+inc*(i-1);
17: if j<nrows
18: sparse spectrum(i,:)=solar spectrum(j,:);
19: end
20: end
21:
22: [ mrows,mcolumns ]=size(sparse spectrum);
23:
24: total power=0;
25: resulting power=0;
26: for lambda index=1:mrows
27: G surface=sparse spectrum(lambda index,2);
28: wavelength=sparse spectrum(lambda index,1);
29: dummy=1;
30: while absorb(dummy,1)<wavelength
31: if absorb(dummy+1,1)>wavelength
32: alpha=absorb(dummy,2)+(wavelength-absorb(dummy,1))/(absorb(dummy+1,1)...
33: -absorb(dummy,1))*(absorb(dummy+1,2)-absorb(dummy,2));
34: end
35: dummy=dummy+1;
36: end
37: G deep(lambda index,1)=wavelength;
38: G deep(lambda index,2)=G surface*exp(-alpha*t w);
39: end
40:
41: for lambda index=2:mrows
42: total power=total power+(sparse spectrum(lambda index,1)...
43: -sparse spectrum(lambda index-1,1))*sparse spectrum(lambda index,2);
44: resulting power=resulting power+(G deep(lambda index,1)...
45: -G deep(lambda index-1,1))*G deep(lambda index,2);
46: end
47: frac abs w=(total power-resulting power)/total power;
48: new spectrum=G deep;
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B.5 Algae reflect module

1: %This program calculates the fraction of the irradiance incident onto the
2: %biofilm layer that is reflected
3:
4: reflect=zeros(93,2);
5:
6: %first column wavelength, second column coefficient
7: reflect(:,:)=xlsread(’algae reflection.xls’,’Sheet1’,’A1:B93’);
8:
9: [ mrows,mcolumns ]=size(new spectrum);
10:
11: reflected power=0;
12: for lambda index=1:mrows
13: G surface=new spectrum(lambda index,2);
14: wavelength=new spectrum(lambda index,1);
15: dummy=1;
16: if wavelength<290
17: rho ref=0;
18: elseif wavelength<1960
19: while reflect(dummy,1)<wavelength
20: if reflect(dummy+1,1)>wavelength
21: rho ref=reflect(dummy,2)+(wavelength-reflect(dummy,1))/(reflect(dummy+1,1)...
22: -reflect(dummy,1))*(reflect(dummy+1,2)-reflect(dummy,2));
23: end
24: dummy=dummy+1;
25: end
26: else
27: rho ref=0.5;
28: end
29: G reflected(lambda index,1)=wavelength;
30: G reflected(lambda index,2)=G surface*rho ref;
31: end
32:
33: for lambda index=2:mrows
34: reflected power=reflected power+(G reflected(lambda index,1)...
35: -G reflected(lambda index-1,1))*G reflected(lambda index,2);
36: end
37: frac ref alg=reflected power/resulting power;
38:
39:
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B.6 Read weather module

1: %This program outputs the seven day weather parameters as a function of
2: %the season inputted by the user
3:
4: if season==1 %spring
5: if d index==1
6: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet1’,’R2:U25’);
7: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet1’,’D2:D25’);
8: elseif d index==2
9: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet2’,’R2:U25’);
10: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet2’,’D2:D25’);
11: elseif d index==3
12: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet3’,’R2:U25’);
13: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet3’,’D2:D25’);
14: elseif d index==4
15: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet4’,’R2:U25’);
16: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet4’,’D2:D25’);
17: elseif d index==5
18: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet5’,’R2:U25’);
19: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet5’,’D2:D25’);
20: elseif d index==6
21: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet6’,’R2:U25’);
22: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet6’,’D2:D25’);
23: elseif d index==7
24: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet7’,’R2:U25’);
25: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day.xls’,’Sheet7’,’D2:D25’);
26: end
27:
28: elseif season==2 %summer
29: if d index==1
30: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet1’,’R2:U25’);
31: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet1’,’D2:D25’);
32: elseif d index==2
33: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet2’,’R2:U25’);
34: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet2’,’D2:D25’);
35: elseif d index==3
36: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet3’,’R2:U25’);
37: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet3’,’D2:D25’);
38: elseif d index==4
39: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet4’,’R2:U25’);
40: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet4’,’D2:D25’);
41: elseif d index==5
42: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet5’,’R2:U25’);
43: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet5’,’D2:D25’);
44: elseif d index==6
45: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet6’,’R2:U25’);
46: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet6’,’D2:D25’);
47: elseif d index==7
48: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet7’,’R2:U25’);
49: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day summer.xls’,’Sheet7’,’D2:D25’);
50: end
51:
52: elseif season==3 %fall
53: if d index==1
54: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet1’,’R2:U25’);
55: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet1’,’D2:D25’);
56: elseif d index==2
57: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet2’,’R2:U25’);
58: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet2’,’D2:D25’);
59: elseif d index==3
60: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet3’,’R2:U25’);
61: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet3’,’D2:D25’);
62: elseif d index==4
63: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet4’,’R2:U25’);
64: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet4’,’D2:D25’);
65: elseif d index==5
66: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet5’,’R2:U25’);
67: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet5’,’D2:D25’);
68: elseif d index==6
69: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet6’,’R2:U25’);
70: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet6’,’D2:D25’);
71: elseif d index==7
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72: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet7’,’R2:U25’);
73: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day fall.xls’,’Sheet7’,’D2:D25’);
74: end
75:
76: elseif season==4 %winter
77: if d index==1
78: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet1’,’R2:U25’);
79: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet1’,’D2:D25’);
80: elseif d index==2
81: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet2’,’R2:U25’);
82: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet2’,’D2:D25’);
83: elseif d index==3
84: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet3’,’R2:U25’);
85: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet3’,’D2:D25’);
86: elseif d index==4
87: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet4’,’R2:U25’);
88: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet4’,’D2:D25’);
89: elseif d index==5
90: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet5’,’R2:U25’);
91: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet5’,’D2:D25’);
92: elseif d index==6
93: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet6’,’R2:U25’);
94: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet6’,’D2:D25’);
95: elseif d index==7
96: hour info=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet7’,’R2:U25’);
97: relative humidity((d index-1)*24+1:d index*24)=xlsread(’weather seven day winter.xls’,’Sheet7’,’D2:D25’);
98: end
99: end
100:
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B.7 Hourly weather module

1: %This program outputs the weather parameters for the current hour
2:
3: %set hourly humidity
4: p inf a=hour info(h index,3);
5: %p inf a=2000;
6: p atm=101350;
7: omega inf=0.622*p inf a/(p atm-p inf a);
8:
9: %set hourly air temperature
10: T air(abs h index)=hour info(h index,2);
11: T dp=0.2802*(p inf a/1000)̂ 3-3.4502*(p inf a/1000)̂ 2+18.596*(p inf a/1000)-8.6412;
12: T sky=T air(abs h index)*(0.711+0.0056*T dp+0.000073*T dp 2̂+0.013*cos(15*(h index-1)*pi/180))̂ 0.25;
13:
14: %set hourly wind speed
15: v air(abs h index)=0.447*hour info(h index,4); %converts mph to m/s
16: %v air=10;
17:
18: %calculate hourly insolation
19: current day=starting day+d index-1;
20: declination=23.45*sin(pi/180*(360*(284+current day)/365))*pi/180;
21: hour angle=(-195+15*h index)*pi/180;
22: cos zenith=cos(latitude eff)*cos(declination)*cos(hour angle)+sin(latitude eff)*sin(declination);
23: G ext=G sc*(1+0.033*cos(pi/180*(360*current day/365)))*cos zenith; %available extraterrestrial radiation
24: if (current day>100 && current day<275)
25: r0=0.97;
26: r1=0.99;
27: rk=1.02;
28: else
29: r0=1.03;
30: r1=1.01;
31: rk=1.00;
32: end
33: a0=a0 star*r0;
34: a1=a1 star*r1;
35: k trans=k star*rk;
36: tau beam=a0+a1*exp(-k trans/cos zenith);
37: G col ground=tau beam*G ext;
38: tau dif f=0.271-0.294*tau beam;
39: G dif f ground=tau dif f*G ext;
40:
41: if (G ext<0)
42: G in(abs h index)=0;
43: else
44: G in(abs h index)=G col ground+G dif f ground;
45: end
46:
47: %specify irradiation into water and algae
48: frac ref w=0;
49: frac ref alg=frac ref alg;
50: G trans=(1-frac ref w)*G in(abs h index);
51: G abs w=zeros(y steps w,1);
52: G abs w=G trans*frac abs w;
53: q gen w=G abs w;
54:
55: photos eff=0.1;
56: G abs a=(1-photos eff)*(1-frac ref alg)*(G trans-G abs w);
57:
58: %non-uniform heating of algae
59: for y index=1:y steps a+1
60: G a(y index)=G abs a*exp(-X a*A a*y index*delta y a);
61: end
62: for y index=1:y steps a
63: if y index==1
64: q gen a(y index)=G abs a-G a(1);
65: else
66: q gen a(y index)=G a(y index-1)-G a(y index);
67: end
68: end
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B.8 Convection coefficients module

1: %This program calculates the current convection coefficients between water
2: %and biofilm and between water and air, based on current temperatures and
3: %wind velocities
4:
5: %calculate local convection coefficients between water and biofilm
6: for x index=1:x steps w;
7: x mid=(x index-1)*delta x w+delta x w/2;
8: Re w(x index)=v w*x mid/nu w;
9: Nu forced w(x index)=0.0296*Re w(x index)̂ 0.8*Pr w (̂1/3);
10: h w(x index)=Nu forced w(x index)*k w/x mid;
11: end
12:
13: %use average convection coefficient between air and water because we don’t
14: %know the wind direction. This section also calculates the mass transfer
15: %coefficient between air and water
16: Re air=v air(abs h index)*L/nu air;
17: if Re air(1)<5e5
18: Nu forced air=0.664*Re air̂ 0.5*Pr air̂ (1/3);
19: Sh forced air=0.664*Re air̂ 0.5*Sc air̂ (1/3);
20: else
21: Nu forced air=(0.037*Re air̂ 0.8-871)*Pr air̂ (1/3);
22: Sh forced air=(0.037*Re air̂ 0.8-871)*Sc air̂ (1/3);
23: end
24: beta air=1/T air(abs h index);
25: Gr air=g*beta air*abs((T air(abs h index)-T w(1,round(x steps w/2),t index)))*L 3̂/(nu air̂ 2);
26: Ra air=Gr air*Pr air;
27: Ra mt air=Gr air*Sc air;
28: if T air(abs h index)<T w(1,round(x steps w/2),t index-1)
29: Nu nat air=0.15*Ra air̂ (1/3);
30: Sh nat air=0.15*Ra mt air̂ (1/3);
31: else
32: Nu nat air=0.27*Ra air̂ (1/4);
33: Sh nat air=0.27*Ra mt air̂ (1/4);
34: end
35: Nu air=(Nu nat air̂ 3.5+Nu forced air̂ 3.5)̂ (2/7);
36: h w air=Nu air*k air/L;
37: Sh air=(Sh nat air̂ 3.5+Sh forced air̂ 3.5)̂ (2/7);
38: g m air=rho air*DAB/L*Sh air;
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B.9 Cosmetics module (user interface)

1: %This program first constructs a three dimensional matrix of the
2: %temperature as a function of x, z, and time. This program is run after
3: %each hour and drops the current temperatures into the appropriate hour
4: %index
5:
6: if abs h index==1
7: d2 temp profile=zeros(days,24,5+y steps a+y steps c+y steps g,1+x steps a);
8: d2 temp profile(1,1,2:3,2:1+x steps a)=T air(1);
9: d2 temp profile(1,1,4:5,2:1+x steps a)=T i w;
10: d2 temp profile(1,1,6:5+y steps a,2:1+x steps a)=T i a;
11: d2 temp profile(1,1,5+y steps a+1:5+y steps a+y steps c,2:1+x steps a)=T i c;
12: for y dummy=1:y steps g
13: x mid g=0.5*(2*y dummy-1)*delta y g;
14: d2 temp profile(1,1,5+y steps a+y steps c+1:5+y steps a+y steps c...
15: +y steps g,2:1+x steps a)=T i all+(T g deep-T i all)/t g*x mid g;
16: end
17:
18: %create grid
19: for d dummy=1:days
20: for h dummy=1:24
21: d2 temp profile(d dummy,h dummy,1:5,1)=[ 0;-(delta y w+delta y w);-1.01*delta y w;-delta y w;-.01*delta y w ];
22: for i=1:y steps a
23: d2 temp profile(d dummy,h dummy,5+i,1)=(1+2*(i-1))*0.5*delta y a;
24: end
25: for i=1:y steps c
26: d2 temp profile(d dummy,h dummy,5+y steps a+i,1)=t a+(1+2*(i-1))*0.5*delta y c;
27: end
28: for i=1:y steps g
29: d2 temp profile(d dummy,h dummy,5+y steps a+y steps c+i,1)=t a+t c+(1+2*(i-1))*0.5*delta y g;
30: end
31:
32: for j=1:x steps a
33: d2 temp profile(d dummy,h dummy,1,1+j)=(1+2*(j-1))*0.5*delta x a;
34: end
35: end
36: end
37: end
38:
39: if h index<24
40: d2 temp profile(d index,h index+1,2:3,2:1+x steps a)=hour info(h index+1,2)-273;
41: else
42: d2 temp profile(d index,h index+1,2:3,2:1+x steps a)=hour info(1,2)-273;
43: end
44: d2 temp profile(d index,h index+1,4,2:1+x steps a)=T temp w(:,1:x steps a,1)-273;
45: d2 temp profile(d index,h index+1,5,2:1+x steps a)=T temp w(:,1:x steps a,1)-273;
46: d2 temp profile(d index,h index+1,6:5+y steps a,2:1+x steps a)=T temp a(:,:,1)-273;
47: d2 temp profile(d index,h index+1,5+y steps a+1:5+y steps a+y steps c,2:1+x steps a)=T temp c(:,:,1)-273;
48: for x index=1:x steps c
49: d2 temp profile(d index,h index+1,5+y steps a+y steps c+1:5+y steps a+y steps c+y steps g,x index+1)=T temp g(:,1)-273;
50: end
51:
52: hourly max min(1,(d index-1)*24+h index+1)=max(max(T temp a(:,:,1)))-273;
53: hourly max min(2,(d index-1)*24+h index+1)=min(min(T temp a(:,:,1)))-273;
54: hourly air temp((d index-1)*24+h index)=T air(abs h index)-273;
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